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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
A Tradition of Excellence 
Commencement I KeyArena I June 13, 2010 

There is no more powerful affirmation that we, 
a university, are fulfilling our mission than when you, 
our graduates, go forth to do wonderful things. 
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To the 2010 graduates of Seattle University, 
Welcome students and family members to the 2010 Seattle University commencement 
ceremony. It is a privilege for all of us from SU to be able to share this time of celebration, 
joy and pride with you. 
I often say that there is an annual "miracle" that is worked at SU It is the miracle of 
the students who choose our university for their higher education experience. More than 
anything else it is the kind of student who chooses us that makes us to be the university 
we are. Our students seek an education for a big world, desire to pursue it in a major city, 
want a diverse and multicultural experience, are interested in the arts and culture, are 
engaged in social issues, and are proven in their commitment to service. You the students 
graduating today worked this miracle when you first chose SU You the parents and 
families are part of that miracle because of the quality of the student from your family 
who came to us. So thank you for choosing Seattle U. 
The second "miracle" occurs today in what has emerged in the lives of our graduates over 
the course of their educational experience these past years. What has emerged—in a&lition 
to a growth in knowledge and competence—is kadershz, spirituality, personal values, 
confidence, social commitment, and hopefulness. The students themselves should take more 
credit for this second miracle than the university for they have done the work and what has 
emerged has come from within them. Together with parents and family members we rejoice 
in who our graduates are this day. 
As you have made us part ofyour family, we ask that you continue to be part of the Seattle 
University family. 
p 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
President 
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ABOUT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Founded in 1891, Seattle University is a Jesuit Catholic institution 
that today is the most racially and culturally diverse, the most 
genuinely urban, and the largest multidisciplinary independent 
university of the Northwest. 
Inspired by the Catholic intellectual tradition and the Jesuit 
philosophy of education, Seattle University forms independent 
critical thinkers rooted in the humanities and open to finding God 
in all things. Responding to the Jesuit imperative that calls for "the 
service of faith and the promotion of justice," Seattle University 
students are challenged to address issues of poverty, injustice, 
discrimination, violence and environmental degradation with 
competence, compassion and creativity. 
At the heart of every undergraduate, graduate and professional 
program at Seattle University is an intellectually rigorous 
education delivered by excellent faculty whose attentiveness as  
teachers is rivaled only by their commitment to generating new 
knowledge as scholars. In partnership with their students, Seattle 
University's dedicated faculty and their colleagues create a vibrant, 
educational experience that comes alive in the classroom, campus 
and community, and develops character and leadership. 
As SU President Stephen Sundborg, Si., has often said, 
"Only the alumni of Seattle University can tell us whether we 
are fulfilling our mission." It is through their actions that our 
alumni most clearly attest to the power of an SU education. 
They are leaders in banking and business, in publishing and politics, 
nursing and nonprofits, engineering and education. Today, we 
welcome our newest graduates into a special group of women 
and men who are excelling in their professions and working to 
build a more just and humane world. 
THE HISTORY OF GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN 
The academic apparel—gown, hood, and cap—donned today by 
both faculty and graduates reminds us that in this commencement 
ceremony we celebrate our students as accomplished scholars 
who now join the ranks of their professors and others who have 
earned their university degrees. Indeed they become part of a 
cadre whose membership stretches back to medieval Europe. 
The origins of academic dress date back to the 12th and 13th 
centuries when European universities were first taking form. 
The ordinary dress of the scholar, whether student or teacher, was 
the dress of a cleric; with few exceptions, the medieval scholar 
had taken orders, made vows, and perhaps been tonsured. Gowns 
were mandated by religious affiliation but were also a necessity 
in the unheated university buildings. Hoods at first covered the 
tonsured head but eventually a skull cap became the normal 
headpiece and the hood evolved into a cape that could be pulled 
up during unpleasant weather. Eventually the hoods became  
entirely ornamental, draped over the shoulders and down the back. 
Some say the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of scholarship 
which evolved from the cap worn in ancient Rome by freed slaves. 
Scholars first wore it as a symbol of the master's degree and it 
existed in various forms; stiff, soft, square, and round with a tuft in 
the center. Today's tassel is believed to be an elaboration of the tuft. 
England's Oxford University originated the mortarboard style cap 
worn by our graduates today. 
When academic costume came to America in 1754, styles varied 
widely as they still do in Europe today. In the late 19th century an 
Intercollegiate Commission met at Columbia University and adopted 
a code of academic dress which regulates the gowns and prescribed 
the colors which represent the different fields of learning. 
Today the American Council on Education's, Committee on 
Academic Costumes and Ceremonies is charged here in the states 
with the standardization of American academic appare l . * 
Anierucan Council on Education, 2009 
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UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONY 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Edward Elgar 
Grand Marshal 
David W. Madsen, PhD STUDENT SPEAKER 
Amanda Nicole Rinkel 
Assistant Marshals Bachelor of Arts, 
Mark D. Cohan, PhD; major in English/Creative Writing 
Robert J. Deltete, PhD; SUMMA CUM LALJDE 
Theresa M. Earenfight, PhD; 
Audrey Hudgins, PhD; PRESENTATION 
TeresaW. Ling, PhD; OF DEGREES 
Jeffrey S. Philpott, PhD; 
Gregory E. Prussia, PhD; Stephen V. Sundborg, Sj., STD 
Daniel R. Smith, PhD President 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
CONVOCATION Provost 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost PRESENTATION 
OF AWARDS 
NATO N AL A N THE M Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen 
Outstanding Service Award 
Peter Finley Ruger 
College of Arts and Sciences Provost's Award 
President's Award 
I N V 0 C AT I ON 
Michael Bayard, S.J. BENEDICTION 
Director of Campus Ministry Emily Fay Cohen 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Liberal Studies 
W E L C 0 M E with additional major in Theology and 
Stephen V. Sundborg, Sj., STD Religious Studies 
President 
RECESSIONAL 
PRESENTATION OF VoluntaryonOldlOOth 
HONORARY DEGREE H.Purcell 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
Music Director 
President Quinton Morris, DMA 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD Director of Chamber and Instrumental Music 
Provost 
-, 	 . 	 . 	 - 	 - 	 :----- 	 - 
HONORARY DEGREE 
Bob Craves I CEO and Co-Founder, College Success Foundation 
A decade ago this past spring, Bob Craves co-founded the College Success Foundation—then called the 
Washington Education Foundation—to offer mentorships and scholarships to make college attainable 
for Washington State's at-risk youth. 
The College Success Foundation brings together community leaders from across Washington to help students 
who are left behind in higher education because of a lack of support from existing government and 
scholarship programs. For his efforts, Craves is a highly regarded and recognized leader in higher education 
issues across the state and beyond. 
Since 2000, the foundation has worked in schools across the state and has raised more than $350 million 
to fund scholarships for nearly 6,000 students, producing over 1,600 graduates. From 1997-2005, 
Craves served as chairman of the Washington State Higher Education Coordinating Board and in 1998, 
was appointed co-chair of the 2020 Commission on the Future of Postsecondary Education, created by 
then-Gov. Gary Locke. At the conclusion of the commission, Craves co-founded the College Success 
Foundation with fellow board member Ann Ramsay-Jenkins. Craves is also a founding officer of Costco 
Wholesale Corporation and served as senior vice president of membership and marketing until 2000. The 
foundation also administers funds that come through the Costco Scholarship Fund, which provides minority 
scholarships to underrepresented minority students attending SU or the University of Washington. 
He is a member of the boards of trustees at the Catholic University of America in Washington, D.C., 
the Arizona Scholarship Foundation and the Le May Museum. 
PRESIDENT'S AWARD 
	 PROVOST'S AWARD 
Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle 
	 Given to the graduating senior who entered Seattle University 
University as a first-time freshman and has maintained 
	 as a transfer student from another college or university and has 
the highest Seattle University grade point average 
	 maintained the highest Seattle University grade point average 
throughout the undergraduate degree. 
	 throughout the undergraduate degree. 
Teresa C.E. Abraharnson-Richards 	 Leah Treuhaft Julius 
Bachelor of Arts 
	 Bachelor of Arts 
Major in Art History with Departmental Honors 
	 Major in Political Science 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university 
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplfled the values 
of collaborative leadershzp in service to others. 
Ydalia Yado 
Bachelor of Arts 
Major in Theology and Religious Studies with Departmental Honors 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
2010 UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM 
The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program 
takes an historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring 
and critically engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization. 
The program stresses the integration of knowledge in a vital challenging learning community, 
em bracing the true spirit ofJesuit education. After completing the University Honors Program, 
students pursue degree requirements in a specflc major. 
Michael Timothy Aiston 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
Katherine Elizabeth Bochnicin 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental 
Studies with additional major in English 
Katherine Suzanne Bourger 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
with departmental honors 
Chrisrin Lvnnea Carroll 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political Science 
Alexandra Dedra Dimitroff 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology 
with departmental honors with additional 
major in Philosophy 
Meghan Elizabeth Doughty 
Bachelor of Arts, major in History with 
additional major in English 
Matthew Forrest Downhour 
Bachelor of Arts, major in International 
Studies 
Arnanda Renae Giese 
Bachelor of Arts, Major in History 
Laurie Eileen Ortega-Murphy 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/Creative 
Writing with dept honors 
Kel len A nrhonv ()Con nor 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, 
major in Business Economics 
Morgan Nicol Parola 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English with 
departmental honors with additional major 
in History 
Michael Z. Rcitcrman 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
with departmental honors 
Patrick Sullivan Rivers 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Jillian Glare Sarmo 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
with additional major in English 
Christopher William Spencer-Cooke 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
with additional major in Philosophy 
Braden James Van Dragt 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
Allison Mae Hericks 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
with departmental honors 
Eriiilv Charlotte Holt 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
with departmental honors 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Zachariah John Karnla 
Bachelor of Science in General Science 
JoEllcn Michelle Koester 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Whitney Cathleen Leininger 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Bachelor of Social Work with 
departmental honors 
Allie Amanda Lemieux 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
Grace Ellen Mahoney 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Visual Art 
2010 CORE HONORS PROGRAM 
The Seattle University Core Honors Program was founded in 2004. By bringing highly 
motivated students into a cohort group that pursues its Seattle University Core courses 
together, the Core Honors program permits more advanced study in these courses than would 
otherwise be possible. In maintaining this cohort over three years of study, Core Honors 
creates a learning community in which each member contributes to the learning experience of 
the others. In pursuing a rich and vital experience of liberal education in the humanities 
and social sciences, Core Honors embodies in a special way Seattle University's commitment 
to education for values, leadership, and service. 
Bonnie Elise Canion 
Bachelor of Science in Physics 
Will Richard Carnaghi 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy 
Catherine Louise Chase 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in Marketing 
Erin Brynn Daniels 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology 
with Departmental Honors 
Lindsey Alicia Dvorak 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology 
Casey Lee Fern 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Drama with 
Departmental Honors 
Andrew James Hatfield 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Spanish 
Michaela Radcliffe Hennig 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political Science 
Steven Aung-Zaw Lin 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 
Larkin Kim Odell 
Bachelor of Arts in Strategic 
Communications 
Taylor June Olson 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Journalism 
Chloc Teresa Rahmun 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Rebecca Ann Salinas 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Psychology 
Donna Wei-Ming Shiu 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, 
major in International Business 
Alex Ann Weiss 
Bachelor of Science, major in Psychology 
Rachel Christine Wang 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
DEAN 
David V. Powers, PhD 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Art History 
Jeffrey Thomas Bauer 
SUM [AUDI 
Nye Westray Blades 
SUM [AUDI 
Sarah Elizabeth Kautz 
Vera 0. Petukhova 
Danica Gloria Stamenic 
SUM [AUDI 
Elizabeth Naomi Thompson 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Art History with 
Departmental Honors 
Teresa C. E. Abrahamson-Richards 
with additional major in Spanish 
S1JMMA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Asian Studies 
Elizabeth Dyer Baxter 
Ernie Des Marais 
Joshua Loren Smith 
Briana Christina Van Craeynest 
MACWA SUM [AUDI 
Bachelor of Criminal Justice 
Jessica Amaya 
SUM [AUDI 
Laura Marie Ames 
SUMMA SUM [AUDI 
Catherine Marie Aurelio 
Derek Collo Bonilla 
LE ROUX AWARD 
Nathan James Whecler 
CUM LAUDE 
Courtney L. Cabebe 
Jacob Aaron Clark 
Sean Brian Collins 
Yvonne Marisa Cook 
Priscilla Carey-Cordoba 
Maxime Clement Dore 
Kristyn Lynn Geaslen 
Toshiko Grace Hasegawa 
with additional major in Spanish 
Taryn B. Henley 
Timothy Ryan Janson 
Amy Marie Jenkins 
Suzanne Mae Kainz 
SUM [AUDI 
Ashley Lea Kelly 
SUM LAUDE 
Amanda Lynn Legg 
Ho Tung Leung 
Amanda Renee Martinez 
Christine Marie Mol let 
Federico P. Mondini 
Staci Michelle Plazola 
Arthur Cuaresma Rabago, Jr. 
Kelsey Nicole Saint Clair 
Nicolas Johann Sangder 
Kyle Jason Schwab 
SUM [AUDI 
William James Sheridan 
Patrick Charles Sotello 
Stacey Anne Stephens 
Shawntae Ashly Stevenson 
Justin Gene Strock 
Carly Anna Trendier 
Marcus Ryan Walker 
SUM I AUDI  
Bachelor of Science, 
major in Criminal Justice 
Tara Hanakahi Bastatas 
Aaron Cohn 
Shannon Tara Hunter 
Andrea Lynn Kormondy 
with additional majot in Bioiogy 
Elaine Mercado Macalinao 
Kelsey Shannon Shroyer 
Amanda Nicole Sonnen 
Jessica Rene Jonas 
SUM [AUDI 
Cone Shawn Wright 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Communication Studies 
Ashley Marie Brown 
Venus Buenaventura 
Douglas Arnold Buser, Jr. 
Jordan Leon Chanes 
Kiara Clarke Elliott 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUM [AUDI 
Wing Kei Fung 
Alyssa Megan Goldberg 
Ryan Christopher Guevara 
Lamia Hatira 
with additional ma[or in Spanish 
MAcWA SUM [AUDI 
Benjamin Michael Mendoza 
SUM [AUDI 
Ashley Lynn Swanson 
SUM [AUDI 
Kimberly Hei Bin Thomas 
MACWA SUM [AUDI 
Tuan Le Tran 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Cultural Anthropology 
Amelia Mans Bonow 
5UMMA CUM LAUDE 
Catherine Anne McAuliffe 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Shea Patrick Meehan ft 
David Lee Torkildson 
Brittany Nicole Williams 
SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Drama 
Katie Marie Martinez Carrasco 
Sean Wanless Shannon 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Drama with 
Departmental Honors 
Casey Lee Fern 
MAGNA SUM LAUDI 
Elspeth Kathleen Walker 't 
SIJMMA SUM [AUDI 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in English 
Tate Matthew Anderson 
Brandon Kee Bitsuie 
James Patrick Colombo 
Amanda Jo Crosson 
SUM LAUDE 
Janet Lynn Dillon 
Meaghan Maryanne Dniscoll 
SUM LAUDE 
JoEllen Michelle Koester t 
SUMMA SUM [AUDI 
Sara Joy Leady 
Shasta Marciana Lewis 
SUM [AUDI 
Grace Ellen Mahoney t 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Stephanie Anne Malinowski 
with additional major in Worrien Studies 
SUM LALJDF 
Jonathan Addis McNamara 
SUM [AUDI 
Elizabeth Grace Power 
MACWA SUM I AUDI 
Tine Sommer 
Christopher William Spencer-Cooke 
with additional major in Philosophy 
SUM LAUDE 
Linh Ngoc Tran 
Braden James Van Dragt 
SUM [AUDI 
Jacob Robert Wild 
SUM [AUDI 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in English with 
Departmental Honors 
Katherine Suzanne Bourget 
SUM [AUDI 
Allison Mae Hericks 
SUM LAUDE 
Emily Charlotte Holt ft 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Christopher Joseph Kissel 
MACWA cUM [AUDI 
Morgan Nicol Parola 
with additionai rnaior in History 
SUM [AUDI 
Jonathan Ray Tilden 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Nathan James Wheeler 't 
SUM [AUDI 
Bachelor of Arts, major it 
English/Creative Writing 
Christopher Richard Aldrich 
SUM [AUDI 
Andrew Douglas Ball 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Sara Elise Bernert 
with additional maim in Drama 
Riley Dashiell Biehl 
Michael Andrei Bledsoe 
Matthew Joseph Brady 
with additional rnaior in line Arts 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Keith Philip Caswell 
Natalie Jane Drummond 
SUMMA SUM [AUDI 
David Michael Dukart 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Ryan David Foster 
Elisabeth Ruud Fox 
with additional major in Women St 
Paul Killian Goode, Ill 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Alexandra Michelle Hager 
with additional major in Asian Stuc 
SUM [AUDI 
Nicholas Robinson Harris 
James Kenneth Hawkins 
Matthew Kastrup Hitchman 
Linea Elisabeth Fern Johnsor 
SUM [AUDI 
Kilian Jen Kimbei 
SUM [AUDI 
Mallory Anne Knonlund 
SUM [AUDI 
Matthew Steven Martell 
with additional major in Phiiosophj 
Departmental Honors 
MAGNA SUM [AUDI 
Kathleen Cecilia Mernick 
with additional major in French 
SUM LAUDE 
Amanda Nicole Rinkel 
SUMMA SUM [AUDI 
Molly Anne Riordan 
SUM [AUDI 
Shannon Tesia Rucker 
Elizabeth J. Sparenberg 
SUM LAUDE 
Greta Jeanne Stickney 
Jorge Bruce Tapia 
Rahel Tesfahun 
Darrius Dewayne Thomas 
Elspeth Kathleen Walker 'c 
SUMMA SUM [AUDI 
Maysha Therese Watson 
Jennifer Allyn Weitrnan 
Lydia Camille Wheeler 
SUMMA SUM [AUDI 
Logan Lemont Williams 
RICHARD P. HICKEY AWARD 
Teresa G.E. Abrahamson-Richards 
SUMMA SUM L.AUDE 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College ofArts 
and Sciences. Selection is based upon the student's total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department 
chairs and program directors of the college. The award honors 
the memory of Dr Richard I? Hickey, professor of English, 
a beloved and respected teacher at the university from 1947 
until his death in 1968. 
Awarded to the student who has demonstrated exceptional 
leadership abilities, shown academic excellence and perfo rmed 
significant service to the College ofArts and Sciences. 
The recipients personiJj in character and action the qualities 
of a liberal education, which constitute the "spirit" of 
our College. The award honors the memory of Fr. William 
Le Roux, S.j, who served as Dean of the College. 
M ­r, Two degrees awarded 
Katherine Elizabeth Boehnlein 
	
Bachelor of Arts, 
with additional malor  in English 	 major in History 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE Adrian Carr Belobradic 
Cecilia Alejandra Borges Farfan Wade J. Bird 
Colleen Theresa Grimmer Conboy Isaac Alexander Brown 
Catherine Murphy Crockett MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
MAGNA SUM LAuDE Alexander David Butler 
Andrew Duffy Fontana Daniel Eric Chamberlin 
CUM LAUDE Lauren Kate Ciminera 
Lindsey Holio Gerber Mikayla Rachel Crawford-Harris 
Andrew Joseph Goudreau Doug Russell Barton Djang 
Toby Francis Mark Meghan Elizabeth Doughty 
Hailey Rose Michel-Evleth with additional maior in English 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Kersti Elisabeth Muul Austin William Lawrence Garcia 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE Amanda Renae Giese 
Brysori Keaokaalelewa Nitta LAUDE 
CUM LAUDE 
Mariah Layne Hepworth 
Kevin Stephens Osborne 5UMMA SUM LAUDE 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Emily Louise Hiraki 
Chapin Pier 
CUM LAUDE Joshua Patrick McDonagh 
Mary Elizabeth Murrell 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
English/Creative Writing 
with Departmental Honors 
Victoria Paige Minister 
MAGnIA SUM LAUDS 
Laurie Eileen Ortega-Murphy 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Adam Emory Toth 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Environmental Studies 
Aerica Dorjeana Shimizu Banks 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Fine Arts 
Isis Alexander 'c 
Brian Evan Bacon 
Katherine Louise Boehm 
Lindsey Laraine Brock 
Vincent Garcia Canlas 
SUM LAUDE 
Bryson Bennett Chiu 
Ashley Chieko Wai LiD Chow 
SUM LAUDE 
Dana Anita-Marie DiCerchio 
Colleen Catherine Fiaschetti 
Tinyuen Hong 'c 
with additional maior in Psychology 
Kwok Chung Yan 'ct 
Caitlin Marie Lane 
Erendida Lopez 
Elizabeth Alice Miller 
Kari Lynn Olson 
5UMMA CUM lAUDE 
Maylene Ornelas Aguirre 
CUM LAUDE 
Nicholas Kowal Philipides 
William Christopher Pretlow 
Mily Yvonne Reiter 
SUM LAUDE 
David James Linden Sepulveda 
Erin Kiyomi Shiyama 
Christine Michelle Tabor 
SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Fine Arts with 
Departmental Honors 
Megan Joanne Libby 
with additional major in Women Studies 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in French 
Veronica Faye Asence t 
MAGNA SuM LAUDE 
Julia Grace Evans 
SUM LAUDE 
Jordan Wesley King 't 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Hillary Joelle Liebman 
with additional maior in 
international Studies 
Philip Edward Pantaleo 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
IVIiUIdti Douglas VVdOli 
Brian Matthew Wilkman 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in History with 
Departmental Honors 
Jade Magdalene DAddario 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Christopher Patrick Henry 
Evan Robert Hershman 
with additional major in Philosophy 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Interdisciplinary Arts 
Yvonne Marisa Cook 'c 
Jordan Evan Dix 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
International Studies 
isis Alexander 'c 
Edna Naalamiley Annan 
Lindsay Anne Appleton 
Michelle Jean Baker 
SUM LAUDE 
Alexa Whitney Rose Bate 
SUM LAUDE 
Shanna Beth Ahrens 
Jessica Mariah Burgess 
cUM LAUDE 
Tess Patricia McLean Cannon 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Mary Carbone 
Destiny Capri Delgadillo 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Matthew Forrest Downhour 
SUMMAcUM LAUDE 
Alex David DuMond 
Matisse de Ia 0 Fletcher 
Kathryn Mary Reins 
Derek Michael Houston 
Gwvndolyn Aline Howard 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUM LAUDE 
Lidia Jung-Ying Huang 
Elisabeth Patricia Ingraham 
Adrienne Nicole Klutho 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Emily Valentine Kremser 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Gloria Alma Mayne 
SUM LAUDE 
Samantha Nicole McCoy 'c 
SUM LAUDE 
Mohamad Arnanta Nasution 
Elena Mae Porten 
with additional malor  in Spanish 
SUM LAUDE 
Rebekah Lee Rogalsky 
SUM LAUDE 
Nicole Amber Rothwell 
with additional major in Spanish 
Rosemary Clare Slavkovsky 
with additional realor  in French 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Catherine Keili Souva 
with additional realor in French 
Brian Christopher Thimsen 
BreAnne Tylynn Weber 
Chelsea Charlton Yoes 
Catherine JoAnn Zunigha 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Journalism 
Angelo Natale Carosio 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Malka Perl Leah Cramer 
Christopher Parlyn Dickhute 
Gabrielle Ashton Evans 
SUM LAUDE 
Manpreet Kaur 
Alexander Madison LaCasse 
with additional major in women Studies 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Jordan P Lame 
SUM LAUDE 
Mathew C. Lohr 
Joshua Patrick Lynch 
SUM LAUDE 
Taylor June Olson 
Jennifer Lynne Privette 
SUM LAUDE 
Tamae Seki 
Jamie Nicole Wallace 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Journalism/Mass 
Communication 
Michael Conor Boxley 
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Liberal Studies 
Desirae Sanchez Aquiningoc 
Nichole Jo Barclift-Ross 
Emily Fay Cohen 




Hayley Ann Derrick 
Natalie Jo Duchaine 
Jelssica Chae Fernandez 
Colleen Meagan Fewel 
Andrew Peters Francisco c 
James Winslow Gardiner 
Benjamin Robert Guthrie 
Rachel Leigh Jurad 
Kaja Lundevall 
Samuel James Morris 
Wilfred Kelechukwu Nnorom 
Marita Whitney 0 Grady 
Linda Sue Price 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Monica Elena Reyes Guzman 
Mariko Jennifer Sata 
Jessie Marie Smith 
Kimberlee Marie Stewart 
Elisha Anne Thorne 
CUEd LAUDE 
Jessica Ann VanDevanter 
Nathan James Wheeler 'c 
SUM LAUDE 
Erin Lee Wright 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Philosophy 
Samuel Benjamin Backus 
Will Richard Carnaghi 
SUM LAUDE 
Jesse Paul David 
SUM LAUDE 
Samuel James Heminger 
Luke Aaron Hightower 
Emily Charlotte Holt 'c 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Jonathan David Winslow Hughes 
SUM LAUDE 
JoEllen Michelle Koester 'c 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Whitney Cathleen Leininger 'c 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Allie Amanda Lemieux'c 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Evan Sherrard Loeb 
Alexander M. Montgomery 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Patrick Sullivan Rivers 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Jillian Clare Sarmo 
with additional major in English 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Carlos Miguel Wong 
SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Philosophy with 
Departmental Honors 
Terry Orval Davenport Ill 
SUM LAUDE 
Michael Z. Reiterman 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Christopher-Mychael Whidbey 'c 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
in Photography 
Jacklyn Emily Canchola 
Clara Sundmacher Ganey 
Katrina Michele Herzog 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Julie-Ane Soriano lgnacio 
Garrett Isamu Mukai 
SUM LAUDE 
Yasuyoshi Sakamoto 
Kaitlin Summer Swezey 
Christine McCartan Terry 
SUM LAUDE 
Kevin Akira Uehara 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Political Science 
Alexander Leonidas Ainsley 
Sabinne Tatiyana Bernards 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Christin Lynnea Carroll 
SUM LAuDE 
Jeremy James Dashiell 'c 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Matthew Ryan DeWeese 
Brittany Rose Eddings 
MAGNA SUM LAULiE 
Godwin Gabriel Ndugulile 
Dillon Tierney Gilbert 
André R. Gougisha 
Michaela Radcliffe Hennig 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Ian Patrick Hogan 
Michelle Marie Hood 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Leah Treuhaft Julius 
Matthew R Kreger 
Christopher Patrick Lauer 
Joseph Ryan Locke 
SUM LAUDE 
Samantha Nicole McCoy 'c 
CUM LAUDE 
Ryan Matthew Miller 
SUM LAUDE 
Alexander Lowell Mitchell 
Leah Brooke Newcomb'c 
Qannani A. Omar 
Deborah Elise Rodriguez 
Aja Taylor Spencer 
SUM LAUDE 
Paul Vuong Vu 
McKenzie Lynn Weber 
CUM LAUDE 
Shana Lim Yem 
Joanna Marie Young 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Political Science 
with Departmental Honors 
Conor Lane McCormick 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Psychology 
Kelli Ann Adams 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Yuri Akagawa 
SUM LAUDE 
Alicia Ann Akerman 
Nicholas Paul Alvarado 
SUM LAUDE 	 0 
Sara Marie Amaro 
Marneil Eugenio Bacelonia 
Ashley Rose Bennett-Strayer 
CUM LAUDE 
Bridgette Louise Bethea 
with additional malor in English 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Rodney Christopher Brewster 
Joscetyn Joan Brockliss t 
Brittany Mane Clarke 
Kelly Marie Cramer 
Lindsey Alicia Dvorak 
CUM LAUDE 
Molly Hall Fay 
Juan Carlos Gallegos 
with additional rrralor in Spanish 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jacqueline Cristi Goade 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Gordon Carver Greaves 
Kirstin Si Ying Han 
Sommer Rose Harrison 
CUM LAUDE 
Sandra Anne Marie Hernandez 
Mirabelle Ida Hobson 
Tinyuen Hong 
Kathleen Elizabeth Hyslop 
CUM LAUDE 
Caitlin Ann Kiley 
Noory Kim 
Emily Rose Lazenby 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Sara Mimi Lee 
Jeffrey R. Love 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Jerome Darang Macalma s 
Olivia Elaine Martin 
CUM LAUDE 
Collin Robert McFadden 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Shelby Lynn Namba 
Fatima Naomi Noriega 
Erika Jane North 
Breanne Marie Overton 
Jessica Hernandez Pacubas 
Stephanie Makamae Porras-Mapes 
Martina Gabriella Preti 
Brenna Louise Pustis 
Rebecca Ann Salinas 
CUM LAUDE 
Mariesa Rieko Saylor 
with additional maior  in Fine Arts 
Ashley Annelise Skoch 
Tiffany May Azcueta Somera 
Andrea Michele Sugar 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Jenna Rose Teijeiro 
with additional major in Criminal Justice 
CUM LAUDE 
Glenn Dominguez Ventura 
Luiza Camille Badar Viduya 
Alexa Louise Wayman 
with additional major in 
International Studies 
Amanda Sun White 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Psychology with 
Departmental Honors 
Erin Brynn Daniels 
SUMMA CUM LALIDE 
Alexandra Dedra Dimitroff 
with additional major in Philosophy 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kaeli Christine Gockel 
with additional major in Spanish 
CUM LALJDE 
George Theodore White, Ill 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science, 
major in Psychology 
Enrique Leonardo Cabrera-Caban 
Courtney June Howell 
Andrea Lu Parra 
Kaelyn Joseph Valdez 
Supattapa Kiki Verachariya 
Alex Ann Weiss 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Public Affairs 
Elaine Ross Mencias Costales 
Thyron Heyward 
Christina Jacqueline Hunsberger 
Chelsea Elizabeth Krema 
SUMMA CUM L,AuDE 
Brianne Nicole Leimbach 
Vera Faye Patterson 
Redwolf Pope 
Mercy Nafula Nakoba Simiyu 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Sociology 
Antonia Marie Angeles 
Alysse Renee Carlson 
Jessica Rachel Cotton 
Anna Weller Jacobs 
SUM LAUDE 
Jeffrey Charles Jergens 
Rebecca Berryhill Jessup 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Theresa May Jingco 
Christina Juarez Aguilar 
Caitlin Denise King 
Monica Maureen Knight 
Melissa Nicole Martinez 
Benjamin James Rouse 
CUM LAUDE 
Stephanie Marie Squires 
Christina Anne Walker 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Ka Yun Won 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Sociology with 
Departmental Honors 
Steven Robert Allen 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Mark Francis Conger 
CUM LAUDE 
Jonathen Troy Elardo Diego 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Diana Bang 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Taylor Berthold Barnum 
Sabrina Chen 
Kylie Sara Foster 




Haley Elizabeth Johnston 
SUM LAUDt 
Janell Leeann Lewis 
Claire Astrid Milan 
with addilionai major in Spanish 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Tara Ashley Pauw 
Anna Therese Quinn-Shea t 
CUM LAUDE 
Megan Nohealani Rivera 
Ryan Julian Rodriguez 
Jahna Danielle Shoecraft 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Taylor Eva-Nicole Shoecraft 
SUM LAEJDE 
Samantha Jo Stork 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Nicole Renae Suesz 
Gwenyth Marina Urrutia-Peterson 
MAGNA cuM LAUDE 
Erika Machelle Washington 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Social Work with 
Departmental Honors 
Mychal Chiyoko Kanoura Hatae 
SUM LAUDE 
Kay Lin Hockeiser 
SUM LAUDE 
Whitney Cathleen Leininger 't 
MAGNA SLiM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Spanish 
Renee Ann Amador 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Sarah Lynn Dean 
with additionai major in 
international Studies 
Andrew James Hatfield 
with additional major in Political Science 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Mary Heitkemper 
Meghan Alberta Koep ft 
SUM LAUDE 
Leah Brooke Newcomb ft 
Anastasia Pagan 
Aurianna Shalina Santos 
SUM LAUDE 
Olivia Kelly Tufo 
with additional maior  in English with 
Departmental honors 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Honor Clare Weihe 
Bachelor of Science, major in 
Sport and Exercise Science 
Chelsea Lynn Anderson 
Mara Justine Becker 
SUM LAUDE 
Cassi Marie Sharp 
Wesley Alick VanHooser 
Bachelor of Arts in Strategic 
Communications 
Dianne De Vera Alcantara 
Jordan Alyse Belmonte 
Justin Michael Craig 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Rasa Ashley Davis 
Danielle Marie Devenuti 
cuM LAUDE 
Camille Elizabeth Gillon 
Feggi Marcella Giovani 
Ellen Jean Hallgarth 
SUM LAUDE 
Shanae Louise Holder 
SUM LAUDE 
Gina Moon Kim 
Kelsey Nicole Kovach 
Rochelle LeAnn LeMieux 
SUM LAUDE 
Cassandra Lynn Little 
with additional major in Public Affairs 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Kenneth Duane McCray 
Larkin Kim Odell 
SUM LAUDE 
Jamie Nicole Peterson 
with additional major in Spanish 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Daniel Edward Joseph Schaub 
Elizabeth Jane Stone 
Iki Tsuneyama 
Kirsten Lanae Wattenberg 
MAGNA CUM EAUDE 
Christina Yuen 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Theology and 
Religious Studies 
Sean Richard Baird 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Nicole Elizabeth Fogerty 
SUM LAUDE 
Kipp Andrew Gallagher 
Kevin Bradley Mesher 
Donald Robert Stockwell 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Theology and 




Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Visual Art 
Sarah Christine Butler 't 
SUM LAUDE 
Cara Marisa Davis-Jensen 
Vu-Yin Ku 
Grace Ellen Mahoney ft 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Sarah Ruth Storey 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Visual Art with 
Departmental Honors 
Elizabeth Rose Davis 
SUM LAIJDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Women Studies 
Katya Allegra Ekimoto 
with additional maior in Psychology 
Katie Ann Farden 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Sean Thomas Oneill 
SUM LAUDE 
Jacquelyn Bushee Osborn 
[12 	 't Two degrees awarded 
DEAN 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD 
PAUL A. VOLPE AWARD 
Daniel Alexander Anderson 
SUMMA CuM LAuDE 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the 
Albers School of Business and Economics. Selection is based 
on academic excellence and contributions to the school, 
the university and the community. The award is in memory 
of PaulA. Volpe, dean of the School ofBusiness from its 
inception in 1945 until 1966. 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Accounting 
Ahmed Abdulkarim Alnafie 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Daniel Alexander Anderson 
SUMMA CUM LAIJDE 
Ardy Atmodjo 
with additional major in Finance 
CUM LAUDE 
Kelly Ann Barton 
with additional major in Finance 
Pol Chalayonakupt 
Melissa Christina Cheesman 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Lisa A. Cooke 
CUM CAUDE 
Matthew Ryan Crumedy 
Leonardo Umar Dianata 
with additional major in Finance 
Agatha Christina Dodek 
with additional major in Finance 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Brenda Villanueva Flores 
Lisa Michelle Fraley 
Samantha Joy Galvin ft 
MACNA CUM LAIJDE 
Paul Charles Gentile 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Jacqueline Ann Hartt 
MACNA CUM [ALiCE 
Chun Kai Hsu 
Gerald lndra 
Alex James Jandnsevits 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Janice Janice 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Audree Renee Jenks 
Kierstin Malte Kirchmeier 
Maria Christine Klink 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Taylor Jorgenson Lane 
with additional major in Finance 
Amelia Layata 
Alexa Jean Ludwig 
Nicol Frances Ludwig 
CUM LAUDE 
Kristina Yat Chan [urn 
CUM LAUDE 
Edwin Makmur 
with additional major in Finance 
Danielle Marrie Mar 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Joseph Reilly McHugh 
Taylor Whitney Meloy 
MACNA Curd LAUDE 
Mimi Ngoc Nguyen 
Keegan Patrick Nokes "t 
Jesse Gordon Nord 
Lidya Novidayanti 
with additional major in Finance 
CUM LAUDE 
Christine Keiko Okuna 
Zachary John Pauw 
with additional major in Finance 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Christopher Paul Pirog 
Kelsey Lorraine Reynolds 
Paulyn De Los Santos Roque 
Amelia Edwina Rusly 
Erika Sandy 
Nathania Data Setiawan 
Suleng Soeung 
with additional rnator in Finance 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Simon Satya Thany 
with additional major in Finance 
Simeon Nam Trong Tran 
with additional major in E-Cornmerce 
and Information Systems 
Gerald Matthew Umayam 
Sayaka lJmezawa 
with additional major in Finance 
Trang Vo 
with additional major in Finance 
Fergie Levinia Widjaya 
Sang Kyu Woo 
Christi Chie Yamada 
Lie Cindy Yuliani 
CUM LAUDE 
Xiaoyang Zhao 
with additional major in E-Commerce 
and Information Systems 
MAGMA CUrd LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Business Economics 
Jenna Leigh Blanchard 
Paola Castegnaro Segovia 
Matthew Kenji Dee Chan 
with additional major in Finance 
Brian Roger Davidson 
Mikel Jose Davila 
Fanny Hong 
Camille Nicole Lim t 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Kellen Anthony OConnor 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
James P.F. Palmere 
with additional mator in Finance 
Anh-Thu Vo 
Sara Kathleen Westmoreland 
Naomi Amelia Yamaguchi 
with additional major in Finance 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in E-Commerce and 
Information Systems 
Mohammed All M Alghathmi 
Saeed Abdulaziz Alharbi 
Turki Sami Basfar 
Ian Gunawan 
with additional major in Economics 
Matthew Thomas Hoepfner 
Seil Jung 
Anthony Xavier Maytone 
Hiroko Narimatsu 
with additional major in Marketing 
Michelle Ongzalima 
with additional major in Marketing 
Daniel Charles Robins 
MACMA CUM LAUDE 
Aaron Jarvin Tam 
Edmond Tanang 
Jeremy Ryan Tucknies 
Devin Wjbowo 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Econonsics 
Sean Joseph Akers 
Michael Timothy Alston 
SUMMA CUM L.AUDE 
Yunuen Alejandra Castorena 
Romero 
Samantha Joy Galvin ft 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Diego Jose Gonzalez-Medina 
Maureen Alexa Kole 
Curd LAUDE 
Allie Amanda Lemieux Ift 
SIJMMA CUM LAUDE 
Constance Marie Ramirez 
Trisha Lin Thompson 
CUM LAUDE 
Stephanie Anne Todd 
Carole Maureen Triem 
MAGMA CuM LAUDE 
Omar Vazquez 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in Finance 
Ferdiana Au 
with additional major in 
International Business 
MACNA Curd LAUDE 
Nicholas Alimansyah 
Abdulrhman Alrshid 
with additional malor  in 
International Business 
Kenny Akira Arntz 
Harold A. Berry 
Talor Robert Boatsrnan 
CUM LAUDE 
Jusup Maruta Cayadj 
Ching-Yi Chen (Kiki) 
with additional malor in Management 
Clay Vincent Collins 
SUMMA CUrd LAUDE 
Farid Dehdilani 
with additional malor in Business Economics 
Vincent James Delaurenti 
Ryan Jeffrey Dillon 
with additional malor in Accounting 
5UMMA CUM LAUDE 
Sania Djie 
CUrd LAUDE 
Long Hoang Do 
Tommy Lee Dunn 
Xiaodi Feng 
with additional major in Accounting 
Linawati Ayu Florencia 
Jason James Foster ft 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Christopher Adonijah Fulton 
Tamerlan Hasanov 
Nance Julia Hill 
CUM LAUDE 
Patrick Hyland Hill 
Jonathan Christopher Huang 
CUrd LAUDE 
Yi-Ting Huang 
with additional major in E-Commerce 
and Information Systems 
Caroline Indriani 
MarcIa Jaclyn 
with additional major in 
International Business 
CUM LAUDE 
Brady lsao Kameshige 
Jonathan Kang 
with additonal major in Accounting 
Polyanski Cakra Kesuma 
Radius Wirawan Ko 
Nadia Simone Kong 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Katja Kunze 
with additional major in Marketing 
CUrd LAUDE 
Divando Steven Kwan 
Tommy Hartomo Lauw 
Edward Lee 
Lawrence Sungtuk Lee 
with additional major in Accounting 
CUM L.AUDE 
Yakun Li 
with additional major in Management 
Chia-Hung [in 
Fransiska Lokan 
Nicholas Stephen Banchero 
Malshuk 
Justin Philip Keane Matheny 
Michal Lie 
David B. Mm 
Dylan Spencer Munn 
Yoon Min Paik 
Joon Pyo Park 
Vina Natalia Surya Perdana 
with additional major in Marketing 
Tran Minh Pham 
Bambang Prawiro 
Aref Purnomo 
Ryan Michael Reilly 
Venny Natasha Rusly 
Curd LAUDE 
Tri Saputra 
Stephanie Sumi Serai 
Dea Fahrani Simbolon 
William Darma Surya 
Lucas Tanutama 
Tessa Herputri Jennifer Tarjoto 
MACNA CUM LAUDE 
Billy Thomas 
Osbert Suhanto Tjhin 
Tyler Paul Togikawa 
Quan D. Tran 
CUM LAUDE 
Hoang Thiet Vu 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Ian Griscom Walsh 




with additional major in Marketing 
Jerrika A. Wikstrom 
Edward Williams 
Quentin Kwok Chun Wong 
Wing Sze Wu 
with additional major in Marketing 




Sau Kwan Yee 
Andy Zhang 
with additional major in Accounting 
Yang Zhang 
Ashley Catherine Zielke 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
Individualized major 
Matthew Sandoval Baker 
Xi Chen 
Christian Mayi Gweth 
Quiveair Quatyc Holland 
Stan Eugene McNaughton Ill 
Russell Alan Powers 
David Thomas Rowe 
Kevin Sunaryadi Tee 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in International 
Business 
AjIa Aljic 
MACNA CUrd LA1JDE 
Jelly Ciame 
Stephen Christopher De Vita 
Mariane Antoinette Escalona 
Amanda Carole Eskola 
Curd LAIJDE 
Randy N. Espinosa 
Thanh Thao Thi Nguyen 
Vanessa T. Nguyen 
Asako Oba 
Lie Ciantury Octojaya 
with additional major in Finance 
Jenessa Lynn Olson 
Andrew Dan Osborn 
SUM LAIJDE 
Stefano Ega Salamony 
Charlotte Kowara Salim 
Seth Peter Salinas 
Aislinn Jessica-May Simm 
Lauren Ward Stanton 
Dan Sun 
Alexander Floyd Thomas 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kaniz Veerasaksri 
Mary Lai Vi 
with additional major in Management 
SUM LAUDE 
Yue Ming Bernard Wong 
Tzu-Yi Yang 
Chanel M. Yeung 
Bachelor of Arts in Busirn 
Administration, major in 
Risk Management 
Brydie Ayn Anderson 
SUM LAUDE 
Michelle Marie Freriks 
Rassul Ila 
Michael Lee Johnson 
CUM LAUDE 
Edward Yukihito Kawahara 
Jay Kaycee 
with additional major in E-Commerce 
and Information Systems 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Sadie Ro Kim 
Jordan Wesley King 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Meghan Alberta Koep 
SUM LAUDE 
Charles Daniel Lachmann 
Kristina Alexandra Linova 
Phuc Tien Nguyen 
with additional major in Finance 
CUM LAUDE 
Phuong Hoang-Thanh Nguyen 
Andrew Jiro Poplawski 
Egon Ramelli 
with additional major in Finance 
Molly Lu Reardon 
Noor Falesteen Said 
Phanthira Sampataphakdee 
with additional malor  in Management 
CUM LAUDE 
Donna Wei-Ming Si 
CUM LAUDE 




Kathy Lynn Tran 
Amanda Wing Shan Wang 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administratioii, 
major in Management 
Brian Michael Ballantyne 
Quentin Brokaw 
with additional major in Marketing 
SUM LAUDE 
Wing Piu Chan 
Troy Mitchell Costello 
Sean Thomas Durkin 
Helen Grace Edwards 
Amy L. Hunter 
Hung Tuan Huynh 
SUM LAUDE 
Chris Nicholas Ihier 
Jan Maria Kubicka 
Sidharta Kurniawan 
Quang Lam-Quach 
with additional malor  in Marketng 
Andrew Sung-Hyun Lim 
Erika Lynn Lindseth 
SUM LAUDE 
Wan Ying Lui 
Pablo Martinez 
Rachel Marie Milnes 
Sean Ryan Moore 
Cassidy Marie Murillo 
Taylor Scott Olson 
Rachel Ann Templa Sacramento 
Christopher Regis Vollmer 
SUM LAuDE 
Li-Chuan Yin 
with additional major in Finance 
SUM LAuDE 
Yohan Yohan 
with additional major in Marketing 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
major in Marketing 
Dora Danielle Alyias 
SUM LAUDE 
Kimberly Blair Barron 
Nye Westray Blades 't 
SUM LAUDE 
Elise Jewel Blaylock 
Antonio Francisco Cappiello 
Natalie Catherine Cerda 
Winny Wen Chao 
Catherine Louise Chase 
SUMMA SUM LAUDE 
Angela Chen 
Christina Rachelle Davis 
with additional major in 
Business Economics 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Ronalie Mary De Aiwis 
Emerson Ashby De Oliveira 
Mycole Masaru Doi 
Luis Gabriel Eguia-Zarabozo 
Corinna Fabre 
Wilson Gautama 
Danielle Marie Gonzales 
Amanda Tomoko Griffith 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Stephanie Rose Gustafson 
with additional major in Economics 
Shannon Hyland Hill 
Nien Minh Hoang 
Monica Cahyono Hong 
with additional major in Management 
Yenelle Marisa Jackson 
Elizabeth Ann Kanyer 
CUM LAUDE 
Kristen Ashley Kerr 
Kevin Sean Kibler 
Secelia Marie Kirby 
Kwok Chung Yan t 
Caitilynn Elise Larmore 
Amanda Marie LaRussa 
Erin Kathleen Leahy 
Gareth Lim 
Niki Ponti Lim 
with additional major in E-commerce 
and Information Systems 
En Liu 
Maria Evelyn Madeira 
wtb additiona rca1or in Accounting 
SUM LAUDE 
Raygie Egalla Mamerto 
Kathleen Tianne McKinley 
with additional major in Accounting 
Mellisa Mellisa 
Jeffrey Alvin Muljadi 
Erin Miyuki Nadamoto 
DEAN 	 MATTEO RICCI COLLEGE AWARD 
MichaelF.Aridrews,PhD FOR EXCELLENCE IN HUMANITIES 
Veronica Faye Asence 
MAGNA SUM LADE 
Elizabeth Jeanne Rowan 
SUM LAUDE 
Awarded to the student or students who most closely realize 
the Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who marvels at the 
wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its meaning; 
is open to diverse explanations, yet demands critical 
reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions its value 
and relevance; serves the human community, yet asks 
whether its values accord with the continuing revelation 
of the divine to humanity. 
Bachelor of Arts 
in Humanities 
Veronica Faye Asence 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Joscelyn Joan Brockliss t 
Chris Joy Burns ift 
Sarah Christine Butler 
SUM LAUDE 
Adrianne Kimberly Capretto 
Helen Christjne Cheung 
Emma Jagoe 
CUM LAUDE 
Kelly Marie Kuhn 't 
SUM LAUDE 
Camille Nicole Lim t 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
Jerome Darang Macalma ft 
Stan Eugene McNaughton ift 
Shea Patrick Meehan ft 
Keegan Patrick Nokes ft 
Jason Andrew Delos Santos 
Palacpac 
Anna Therese Quinn-Shea t 
SUM LAUDE 
Brigitte Ann Rassllyer t 
Bachelor of Arts in 
Humanities for Teaching 
Maria Mohamed Abdullahi 
Dianne Marie Betz 
with additional major in French 
SUM LAUDE 
Kelly Ann Baker Gray 
Hannah Esther Guldin 
Chelsea Elizabeth Jordan 
Joshua Earnest Lee 
SUM LAUDE 
Devin Quinn Liner 
with additional major in Spanish 
Sean Michael McCreight 
with additional major in English' 
Creative Writing 
Katie Kathleen Petersen 
SUM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Jeanne Rowan 
SUM LAUDE 
Elizabeth Anne Yandl 
MAGNA SUM LAUDE 
F14] 	 t Two degrees awarded 
DEAN 
Azita Emami, PhD 
acheIor of Science 
Nursing 
arah Elizabeth Abalos 
adumo Hassan Aden 
adine Thongsai Agner 
UM LAUDE 
lisa Pauly Apostle 
AGNA CUM LAUDE 
slallory Elena Bagoyo 
llison Anne Bargetto 
ohn A. Barrington 
ndrea Ky Barry 
AGNA CUM LAUDE 
assey Dacumos Bautista 
UM LAUDE 
manda Rose Bergman 
AGNA CLJM LAUDE 
.auren Ashley Berm 
atherine Elizabeth Bobo 
UM LAUDE 
Uyssa Ann Brooks 
UM LAUDE 
ames Wayne Brown 
slolly Kathleen Burns 
UM LAUDE 
ilegan Therese Burrows 
ilarina Elikapeka Calivo 
UM LAUDE 
auren Beate Campbell 
UM LAUDE 
nna Marie Casillas 
Jicole Marie Cesmat 
Jatalie Akiko Chan 
UM LAUDE 
imberly Gay Chapman 
ela Maria Chrietzberg 
UM LAUDE 
hyla Anne Coleman 
lison Marie Colnon 
ichard Larsen Coulter 
ulie Kay Craig 
ara Malena Crawford 
onina Jean Crippen 
IAGNA CUM LAUDE 
arah Ellen Crissinger 
UM LAIJDE 
:our-tney Joy Crocker 
IAGNA CUM LAUDE 
anna Kathryn Cuneo 
UM LAUDE 
indsay Ann Currier 
eah Brianne Deichl 
Aichelle Nalani Del Rosario 
Christopher Jay Wong Delarosa 
Jessica Renee Dougherty 
Katherine Felicia Edstrom 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Caitlin Rose Elkins 
Michelle LuAnna Elperin 
Matthew Brian Eltrich 
CUM LAUDE 
Margaret June English 
CUM LAUDE 
Kelsey Joan Ferguson 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Shannon Lee Field 
Sara Anita Fonseca 
CUM LAUDE 
Mallory Elysse Gaylor 
James Lucid Gierman 
Samantha Lynn Goff 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kari Renee Gregg 
Jeanette Davis Niemczura Green 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Anna Christine Greenfield 
CUM LAUDE 
Jessica Lee Guenser 
CUM LAUDE 
Jenny S. Han 
Stefanie Marie Hellenthal 
MAGNA CLJM LAUDE 
Sonia Maria Henshaw 
Samantha Lea Herbert 
CUM LAUDE 
Samantha Gail Herradura 
Cara Elizabeth Hilderbrand 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Stephanie Michelle Hill 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Stephanie Sally Ho 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Lisa Marie Holland 
CUM LAUQE 
Natasha Hoover 
Miriam Sue Howard 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Laura Marie Hug 
Cherie Lynn Hunter 
Amanda Sam Ibisate 
CUtS LAUDE 
Yuzu Ichihara 
Bree Debra Johnson 
Rachel Whitehead Johnson 
CUM LAUDE 
Alexis Lauren Koch 
Kelly Marie Kuhn 'r 
CUM LAUDE 
Aubrey Elizabeth Labourr 
Peyton Gilbert Lane 
Rachelle Catherine LaRose 
Jennifer Catherine Marie Laszlo 
CUM LAUDE 
Hanna Adrienne-Marie Lessard 
Willow Michelle LeTellier 
MAGNACUM LAUDE 
Taylor Jeanne Losey 
Alena Jeanne Lowery 
CUM LAUDE 
Michael James Manley 
Tessa Vanina Marejko 
CUM LAUDE 
Julie Michiko Matsunaga 
Jayme Marie McNeill 
MAGNACUM LAUDE 
Melissa Raelene Mehlhorn 
CUM LAUDE 
Jennifer Ann Mesot-Ward 
Bryant Solis Mijares 
Olga V. Nalivayko 
CUM LAUDE 
Samuel Johnstone Nelsen 
Melissa Anne Newell 
CUM LAUDE 
Elise Thi Minh Nguyen 
Tessa Nickol 
CUM LAUDE 
Heidi Marie Nicks 
Marykate Emeline O'Connell 
CUtS LAUDE 
Ofiong Edet Okon 
Rebecca Ruth Osgar 
CUM LAUDE 
Alicia Marie Pelton 
CUM LAUDE 
Alyssa Christina Perry 
Ruella Buyoc Planta 
Annalise Eileen Plodwick 
CUM LAUDE 
Brittany Nicolette Powell 
Emily Sue Powell 
Allison Elizabeth Purcell 
Kiera Wynne Quinlan 
Chloe Teresa Rahmun 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Jennifer Jeanne Ranieri 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Brigitte Ann Rassilyer ft 
Melissa Lee Reynolds 
Alexander James Roberts 
MAGNA CUtS LAUDE 
Leslie Anne Robinson 
CUM LAUDE 
Wilburgene Baladad Salanga 
Jennifer Claire Sandoval 
CUM LAUDE 
Mary Ann dela Cruz Sarsoza 
Caroline Marie Scheetz 
Renah Kathleen Seay 
CUM LAUDE 
Ahna Sophia Shockey 
Micaela Rose Clarke Shorrock 
CUM LAUDE 
Wided Slirnane Souaiaia 
Lynn Cheri Stewart 
Adrian John Stumpf 
Gary Loui Sur 
Bessie Marie Sycip 
Loann Tang 
Kimberly A. Tergesen 
Dung Kim Ton 
Holly Erin Topolski 
Ashley Balestra Tullis 
Cynthia Anne Varney 
CUtS LAUDE 
Qian Wang 
Rachel Christine Wang 
CUtS LAUDE 
Mark McKenzie Williams 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Madaline Marie Yguado 
Rachel Marie Yorkston 
CUtS LAUDE 
SISTER MARY RUTH NIEHOFF AWARD 
J anna Kathryn Cuneo 
CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the College 
of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in 
school and community activities. The award honors the 
memo?y of Sister Maiy Ruth, who was dean of the School 
of Nursingfmm 1955 to 1968. 
H 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Biology 
Calvin Turqueza Allan 
with additional major in Psychology 
Mercy Faith Crisostomo 
Alexis Brighton Folse 
Angela Marie Ireland 
Jenna Kathleen Swanson-Bogen 
Bachelor of Science 
in Biology 
Jana Katarina Banjanin 
Daniel James Beechler 
CUM LAUDE 
Chris Joy Burns 's 
Melissa Rose Carpenter 
Shane Douglas DeForce 
Maritza Isabel Duarte 
Kaci Marie Dudley 
Lindsay Marie Gossack 
Brian Thomas I-larrington 
CUM LAUDE 
Kimberly Misao Kitamura 
Steven Aung-Zaw Un 
MAGMA CuM LAUDE 
Marlin Patricia Lobaton 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Sara Milagros Lobaton 
CUM LAUDE 
Traci June Tokue Mikasa 
Chelsie Lyne Morrison 
Debbie Mai Nguyen 'ft 
Thai Quang Pham 
Odessa Alelee Rarangol Pulido 
Daniel Robert Sullivan 
Bachelor of Science 
in Biochemistry 
Czarina Lauren Viado Franco 
Kerry Ellen Hennessey 
CUM LALIDE 
Derek Knight Rogalsky 
MAGMA CUM L.AUDE 
Jun Wen Zhong 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Chemistry 
Biruh Negussie Abebe 
Loan Huu Tran 
Christopher-Mychael Whidbey -ft 
with additional major in Biology 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Chemistry 
Tyler Calvin Matossian 
with additional malor  in Physics 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Spencer Sterling Ubben 
Bachelor of Science 
in Civil Engineering 
Alan Don Heng Chun 
Jennifer Susan Davis 
SUMMACUM LAUDE 
Kavik Matthew Frol 
James Edward Grant 
Jenny Lynn Graves 
Nicolas Anthony Johnson 
Huy Nguyen Le 
Ryan Thomas Manning 
Vanessa Lillian Mitchell 
Jesse Lane Nofziger 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Brian Christopher Olmsted 
Dylan Louis Parker 
Robert D. Poshusta 
Mark Richard Santos 
Michael Alan Shattuck 
Adam Yuuki Stricker 
Sean Patrick Wegener 
Kasandra Lynn Wells 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Clinical Lab Science 
Alemseged Hagos Abraham 
Debbie Mai Nguyen 't 
Ronald A. Rush 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Computer Science 
Lauren C. Saiki 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Computer Science 
Kevin Yu-Chuan Chang 
Tommy Faizal 
Michael Jordan Fujiuchi 
Fauzia Iqbal Lala 
Corey J. McMillin 
Mary Catherine Scarborough 
Riley Quinn Taylor 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in L)iagnostic Ultrasound 
Jennifer Nichole Anderson 
Katie Ann Arttich 
CUM LAUGh 
Mirette Aziz 
Ivan Jay Mangulabnan Granados 
Brian Christopher Guenther 
CUM LAUDE 
Lauren Mariko Kim 
Lisa Kuo 
Amanda Christine Long 
Victoria Marie Medlock 
Christina Popchoi 
Brandon Michael Smith 
Jonathan Charles Sovereign 
CUM L.AUDE 
Yolanda Tandjung 
Jonathan Craig Thomas 
MAGMA CUM LAUGh 
Hien T. Tran 
CUM LAUGh 
Isabella Tsiprin 
Brandi Lee Wasnock 
Jennifer Lynn Youngblood 
CUM LAUDE 
Tara Michelle Zwink 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science 
in Electrical Engineering 
Alec Guthrie Adams 
MAGMA CUM LAUGh 
Lawrence Rambayon Ancheta 
Che Kent Chan 
Melanie Ramirez Dolores 
with additional major in Mathematics 
Kevin Michael Grady 
Ronny Hartanto 
Eric Kenji Hee 
Evan Young Higuchi 
CUM LAUDE 
Eric James Hoffstetter 
Michael Keola Kiyoshi Kimura 
Kenneth P. Lee 
Ting-Yen Lin 
Andrew James Miron 
Junya Motoike 
MAGMA CUM L,AUDE 
Hao Van Nguyen 
with additional major in Mathematics 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Thu-Thao N. Nguyen 
with additional maior in Mathematics 
CUM LAUDE 
Igor Boris Parkman 
CUM LAUDE 
Natalie Ciara Pear 
Kevin Kam Win Peng 
Gregory Arthur Anderson Ray 
MAGNA CUM LAUGh 
Anthony Stephen Robbins II 
Donald Eugene Sable, Ill 
Siyu Zhang 
Bachelor of Science 
in Environnsental Science 
Andrew Augustus Dixon 
Bachelor of Science 
in General Science 
Stephanie Marie Cheng 
CUM LAUGh 
Jamie Carlene Coe 
Sarah Glenn Dean 
Andrew Peters Francisco c 
Kathrirsa Joy Bulo Guira 
Elizabeth-Rose K. Hanohano-Hong 
Alex Michael Hansen 
Zachariah John Kamla 
CUM LAUGh 
Larry Justin Landsburg 
Julia Lin Miller 
Sheena M. Paddock 
Carrie Ann Pillers 
MAGMA (UM LAUGh 
Samantha Sevilla 
Paul Jon Shrives 
Randi Seattle Stang 
Brittany Nicole Andaya Tiu 
Cherilyn Lyzel Nohealani Visarra 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
Mathematics 
Jeremy James Dashiell "s 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science, major 
in Mathematics 
Samuel Pfeiffer Johnson 
with additional major in Chemistry 
Tymon Agustin Silva 
Maxwell Austin Walker 
Jennifer Yang 
with additional major in Economics 
Bachelor of Science 
in Mathematics 
Alt ie Marie Dykes 
Jason James Foster ift 
MAGMA CUM LAUGh 
David Kaioneipukanala Prigge 
CUM LAUDE 
Natalie Elizabeth Sheils 
CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering 
Adrianne Elizabeth Beach 
MAGMA CUM LAUDE 
Gary Arthur Beach, Jr. 
MAGNA (UM LAUGh 
Adam Thomas Bornemann 
CUM LAIJDE 
Charles Barrett Bourain 
Dennis Chown Chang 
Brian Michael De Vitis 
James Richard R Golder 
CUM LAUDE 
Jessica Lynn Gunderson 
Brian Yoshio Kunimoto 
Michael Lie 
Matthew Robert Lollini 
Adam David Lyons 
Peter Medina, Jr. 
Matthew Edward Murphy 
CUM LAUGh 
Moussa Niang 
Samuel Wickersham Simon 
Michael Sean Sullivan 
Budi Susanto 
Chai Thamkongka 
Mark Kenji Toma 
Justin Kiyoshi Pascua Umagat 
Andrew Huang Wu 
with additional major in Mathematics 
Bachelor of Arts, 
major in Physics 
Rebecca Kelly Corcoran 
Bachelor of Science in Phy 
Bonnie Elise Canion 
with additional malor  in Mathematics 
CUM LAUDE 
Forrest S. Chassin 
Jason Luxon 
DEAN 
Michael J. Quinn, PhD 
REV. EDMUND B. MCNULTY, Si., AWARD 
Jennifer Susan Davis 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to an ourstanding graduating engineering or 
computer science student, judged on scholarship, leadership, 
dedication, and inspiration. 
JOHN S. JU AWARD 
Chrisropher-Mychaci Whidbcy 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Awarded to a graduating science student who exudes wonder 
at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown, and the ability 
to integrate and apply knowledge. 
't Two degrees awarded 
POST GRADUATE SERVICE 
Living out the mission of Seattle Universiiy the following students will spend 
the next 1-2 years in fidi-time service. They will volunteer in places such as 
Spokane, Baltimore, Nicaragua and West Africa, 
Teresa C. E. Abrahamson-Richards 
Teach for America - New Mexico 
Michael Timothy Alston 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest 
Portland 
Renee Ann Amador 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
Sean Richard Baird 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
East Washington, D.C. 
Michelle Jean Baker 
AmeriCorps 
Katherine Suzanne Bourget 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest 
Bethel, AK 
Emily Fay Cohen 
Discerning 
Colleen Theresa Grimmer Conboy 
Peace Corps 
Erin Brynn Daniels 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest 
Gresham, OR 
Lindsey Alicia Dvorak 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
East New Orlenas 
Colleen Meagan Fewel 
Peace Corps 
Kipp Andrew Gallagher 
Rostro de Cristo - Ecuador 
Juan Carlos Gallegos 
Teach for America - Brownsville, TX 
Katrina Michele Herzog 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
Emily Charlotte Holt 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
Kevin Sean Kibler 
Discerning 
Emily Valentine Kremser 
Peace Corps 
Stephanie Anne Malinowski 
New Orleans Catholic Worker 
Shea Patrick Meehan 
Jesuit Volunteer International - Tanzania 
Marykate Emeline O'Connell 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps - San Francisco 
Derek Knight Rogalsky 
Haiti 
Rehekah Lee Rogalsky 
Henrich, Haiti 
Rebecca Ann Salinas 
AmeriCorps - Florida 
Keiscy Shannon Shroyer 
Peace Corps 
Ashley Annelise Skoch 
Good Shepherd Volunteers - Paraguay 
Donald Robert Srockwell 
Nuestros Pequenos Hermanos International 
Ydalia Yado 
Teach for America - Texas 
Braden James Van Dragt 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest 
Jacob Robert Wild 
Teach for America - Colorado 
Shana Lim Yem 
Meaghan Mar anne Driscoll 
	 Benjamin Michael Mendoz 	 LArche 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Northwest 
	 Jesuit Volunteer Corps 
17 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY ARMY ROTC 
COMMISSIONING CADETS 
The ROTC Commissioning Ceremony is the culmination offour years of hard 
work balancing military requirements and academic commitments. These young 
men and women will be commissioned as Second Lieutenants and will begin 
their career of service to their nation all over the world. 
V  —%q 
f Aia  
Elizabeth Dyer Baxter 
Military Intelligence 
Fort Drum, New York 
(2uc11riii Brokaw 
Adjutant General 
Fort Drum, New York 
Isaac Alexander Brown 
Field Artillery 
Fort Sill, Oklahoma 
Scan Brian Collins 
Ordnance Corps 
Washington National Guard 
Richard Larsen Coulter 
Nurse Corps 
Fort Sam Houston, Texas 
Jesse Paul David 
Infantry 
Vicenza, Italy 
Kristyn Lynn Geaslen 
Military Police 
California National Guard 
Ian Matthew Lawson 
Infantry 
Fort Drum, New York 
Shasta Marciana Lewis 
Military Intelligence 
Fort Lewis, Washington 
Joseph Ryan Locke 
Infantry 
Fort Lewis, Washington 
Jayme Marie McNeill 
Nurse Corps 
Landstuhl, Germany 
Stephanie Makamac Porras-Mapes 
Signal Corps 
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii 
Wilburgene Baladad Salanga 
Nurse Corps 
Fort Gordon, Georgia 
'X'illiam James Sheridan 
Armor 
Washington National Guard 
Paul Jon Shrives 
Armor 
Fort Bliss, Texas 
Stacey Anne Stephens 
Military Intelligence 
Camp Zama, Japan 
Arnanda Sun White 
Chemical Corps 
Fort Lewis, Washington 
I1 
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GRADUATE CEREMONY 
PROCESSIONAL 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Edward Elgar 
Grand Marshal 
David W. Madsen, PhD 
Assistant Marshals 
A. Kaktari Alexander, PhD; 
Peter A. Brous, PhD; 
Sharon Callahan, EdD; 
Kevin C. Krycka, PsyD; 
Gregory M. Magnan, PhD; 
Charisse Cowen Pitre, PhD; 
Kent S. Robinson, PhD; 
Katherine L. Schlick Noe, PhD; 
CONVOCATION 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost 
NATIONAL ANTHEM 
Lauren Bonin Leiker 
Alumna 
College of Education, '01 
INVOCATION 
Peter Ely, S.J., PhD 
Vice President for Mission and Ministry 
WELCOME 




Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 
Isiaah Crawford, PhD 
Provost 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
Chiew Hoon Ong 
Executive Master of Nonprofit Leadership 
College of Arts and Sciences 
PRESENTATION 
OF DEGREES 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., STD 
President 




Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen 
Outstanding Service Award 
BENEDICTION 
Margaret Kuehn 
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies 
RECESSIONAL 
Voluntary on Old 100th 
H. Purcell 
Music Director 
Quinton Morris, DMA 
Director of Chamber and Instrumental Music 
I - 	 •I,.=_&_=____ 	 - 	 - .-. 	 - 
HONORARY DEGREE 
Cheryl Crazy Bull I President, Northwest Indian College 
Accessibility to postsecondary education for Native Americans and honoring Native cultures are 
important to Cheryl Crazy Bull, president of Northwest Indian College since 2002. 
Crazy Bull is the first female president of the college, which has a student body representing 100 
tribes. It is the only regional tribal college serving multiple tribes throughout the Northwest, 
located on the Lummi Reservation near Bellingham, Wash., with extended campus sites at other 
locations in the Pacific Northwest, 
A citizen of the Sicangu Lakota Nation of the Rosebud Reservation in South Dakota, Crazy Bull is 
nationally recognized for her work with higher education and native populations in the United States. 
Civic and social causes are important to Crazy Bull, who serves on several boards, including the 
Northwest Indian College Foundation Board, the National Museum of the American Indian and 
United Way of Whatcom County. Previously, she worked at Sinte Gleska University in South Dakota 
in various roles, such as vice president, director for institutional relations, dean for instructional 
programs, a planning officer, instructor and department chair as well as the CEO of St. Francis Indian 
School, both on the Rosebud Reservation. 
"I really value education and the tribal colleges and schools," she says. "The work we do in the 
tribal colleges saves peoples' lives. That's the most rewarding part of my career." 
ARCHBISHOP RAYMOND G. HUNTHAUSEN 
OUTSTANDING SERVICE AWARD 
Given to the student who has offered sign ficant service to both the university 
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplfied the values 
of collaborative Leadership in service to others. 
Margaret Kuehn 
Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies 
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
DOCTORAL DISSERTATION TITLES 
Llama 
Renee Patricia Collins 
Leadership Experiences of College Students 
of Color: A Phenomenologica! Exploration 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Traccy Lin Edou 
One Box is Difficult to Check: An 
Exploration of Parenting Multiracial and 
Multiethnic Children 
Chair: Roberto Peña 
Charles Aaron Ericksen 
Essential Characteristics of an Highly 
Resilient Judge: A Case Study of the 
Honorable Richard Jones 
Chair: Carol Weaver 
Kelly Marie Goodsel! 
Authenticity and Balance in Leadership 
Among Women Executives 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Rana Marie Lokos 
The impact of wilderness education programs 
on participant self-efficacy beliefs 
Chair: John Chattin-McNichols 
Nicole Liane MacTavish 
Mentors, Sponsors, and Networks: Women 
Superintendents in Washington State 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Jackqueline Nicole Miller 
Perceptions of university faculty, 
administrators, and staff engaged in the 
shared governance of university-school 
district partnerships 
Chair: Roberto Pena 
Jusryna Plichra King 
Excellence, Equity, & Access: Educators' 
Perceptions of Students in Open Access 
Advanced Placement Courses 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Ganesan Venkatraman 
Student Leadership Skills in Alternative 
Education and Mainstream Schools in India 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Elizabeth Lena Walker 
Transcendent Moments in the Lives of Leaders 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
Erin Michele Wilder 
Characteristics of Effective Collaboration 
Among Innovative Early Childhood 
Intervention Programs 
Chair: John Jacob Zucker Gardiner 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOVOLA AWARD 
Luis Gabriel Escamilla 
Kimberly Anne Bennett 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) 
in the College of Education Teacher Education Program. 
Selection is based on acad.emic achievement, excellence 
in student teaching, evidence of commitment to reaching, 
and evidence of leadership. 
SPIRIT OF THE SCHOOL OF 
EDUCATION AWARD 
Karl Michelle Aleshirc 
The Spirit of the College of Education Award is presented to 
the student who exe-mplf1es the College of Education mission 
ofpreparing ethical and reflective practitioners for quality 
service in diverse communities. The student demonstrates 
excellence in academics as well as service to the program, 
school, campus or greater community. 
Amber Lee Roberts 
Dana Jean Libbey 
Melissa Louise Rowland 
Brittany Belle Jean Tyson 
Cinnamon Vincent 
Jennifer Joy Wright 
Master of Arts in 
Education in Adult 
Education and Training 
Lindsey Renee Kafer 
Marjorie Ann Richards 
Master of Education in Adult 
Education and Training 
Emily Rogers Black 
John Wolfram Nicholas Buell 
Tiffany Miki Pitman 
Jennifer S. Sandier 
Michelle Kathleen Wardhaugh 
Master of Arts in 
Education in Counseling 
Kari Michelle Aleshire s 
Maya Rachel Anderson 
Loni Marie Anthony 
Lindsay Christianson Bagley 
Laura West Baker 
Thomas A. Batterson 
Steffany Karen Black 
Robert Alan Bright 
Elizabeth M. Chaison 
Joseph Martin Codorniz 
Patricia Eileen Davis 
Karla Christine Esterhuizen 
Annee M. Fisher 
Angela Denise Fosmark 
Jenna Powers Fox 
Katherine Becerra Hanson 
Elizabeth Anne Hebert 
Lindsey Anne Hiemstra ift 
Robert John Hinnenkamp 
Rachel Elana Houtman 
Jennifer Mariko Larson 
Tara Kay Lemley 
Jessica Lynn LeVee 
Katie Monique Long 
Bethanne Luzzi 
Courtney Elisabeth McC ready ift 
Rachel Rene McNary 
Margo Kathryn Miller 
Raymond Joseph Moseley 
Hai Truong Khoa Nguyen 
Scott Darrell Nighbor 
Donielle Marie Sires OConnor 
Nicholas Joseph Panza 
Annette C. Remboid 
Sarah Elizabeth Richardson 
Karin Allison Robinson 
Mark James Robuck 
Nicole D. Rogers 
Michael Peter Schreiner 
Shauna Wen Shirnono 
Karen Lynn Summers 
Thomas Franklin Walker 
Mareta Kate Weinrich 
Yvonne C. Willis-Oguntuwase 
Stacey Marie Zachau 
Master of Education in 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Katherine Murray Hennessy-Fiske 
Jennifer Peiyee Lau 
Esther Aislinn Magnotti 
Katherine Ashley Peterson 
DEAN 
Sue A. Schmitt, EdD 
)octor of Education in 
ducational Leadership 
enee Patricia Collins 
•acey Lin Edou 
harles Aaron Ericksen 
elly Marie Goodsell 
ana Marie Lokos 
icole Liane MacTavish 
ckqueline Nicole Miller s 
Jstyna Plichta King 
anesan Venkatraman 
izabeth Lena Walker 
Michele Wilder 
ducational Specialist in 
ducational Administration 
imberlee Michele Armstrong 
ana Elaine Greenberg 
Sn Arthur Hill, Jr. 
ducational Specialist 
School Psychology 
ari Michelle Aleshire 's 
yle Stephen Alexander 
athryn Renee Crurnpton 
aria Christine Esterhuizen ft 
ndsey Anne Hiemstra ft 
legan Kathleen Iyer 
leredith Miller Lundin 
len Marr Mathis 
ourtney Elisabeth McCready in 
arol Lynn Michel 
in Marie Murdach 
nne Sisson Pair 
icholas Joseph Panza 
Jis Miguel Ramos 
istin Leah Koh Riley 
Master of Education in 
Educational Administration 
CArdiss Estelle Gardner 
Kristen Marie Morga 
Brian Daniel Mullen 
Jamie Marie Mulvihill 
Kimberly Hanna Newman 
Dan Kevin Sanger 
Amy Pope Unruh 
Master of Education in 
Literacy for Special Needs 
Lisa Joy Horton 
Kathryn Ann Spiller 
Elizabeth Anne Peterson 
Master of Education in 
Special Education 
Cristi Lyn Camp 
Nicholas Alexander Dryden 
Crystal Marie Godsiff 
Master of Arts in Student 
Development Administration 
Krystie Palma Cobian 
Christina Mireles 
Jaime Lee Porter 




isa Angel Chong 
Melissa Santos deVivar 
Morgan Evelyn Forrey 
Ashley N. Gonzalez 
Alison D. Greenwood 
Elizabeth Eileen Hammond 
Chanda Chiyoko Ishisaka 
Ian Alexander Jamieson 
Suzanne Marie Jayne-Jensen 
Contina Denise Kemp 
Alycia Petrea McKenzie 
Muriel Cantor Montenegro 
Kathleen Ann Simet 
Kaitlyn Rose Fine Taylor 
David Benjamin Underwood 
Master in Teaching 
Sarah Belle Allsop-Fine 
Susan Beth Alotrico 
Helen Achilles Andrews 
Sasha Alexis Appelbaum 
Mary Angelene Macadangdang 
Arciaga 
Peter Smith Avriett 
Greg A. Bachmeier 
Kate P. Baerlocher 
Anna Elizabeth Barker 
Nathan Michael Barnes 
Meredith Barrett 
Kimberly Anne Bennett 
Michael Eric Bliss 
Taylor Blue 
Jessica Michele Cahan 
XuAn-Nhi Thi Cao 
Julianne Artatis Cardenas 
Paula-Ann Jasmine 
Carvalho-Johnson 
Valerie Alma Chin 
Susanna Ellis Cole 
Jessica Anne Cooper 
Kristin Nicole Covey 
Nisha Mary Daniel 
Sara Virginia Dasta 
Melissa Marie Deutsch 
Timothy Brian Devine 
Christine Marie Dine 
Marie Donadio 
Devin John Engledew 
Elizabeth Claire Ervine 
Luis Gabriel Escamilla 
Amber Charisse Foos 
Megan Caroline Fredette 
Kristen Marie Gainer 
Dianne M. Gallawa 
Luis Alverto Gamez Aguilar 
Kathryn Lee Gavrin 
Olivia Aisha Geffner 
Amalia Ruth Gonzalez-Kahn 
Thomas Omer Grant 
Heather Ann Hakes 
Katlin Nevers Hayes 
Jillian Marie Hooper 
Robyn Rader Horton 
Megan Kathleen James 
Lea Stacy Kaminstein 
Sarah Jane Kimble 
Diana Jean Kushner 
Lacey Elizabeth Lafferty 
Ryan Christopher Lafferty 
Katharine Marie Villelli LaPlante 
Abigail Cruz Laxa 
Bona Lee 
Anthony Longoria 
Clara Marion Luce 
Jane Ellen Magnan 
Corey Allan Martin 
Charlotte Reid Martinez 
Anne Marie McBroom Flanagan 
Kevin Patrick Miller 
Lucille Solveig Morehouse 
Nicole Ann Nava 
Leonore Anne Neumaier 
Paige Weldon Nickum 
Daniel Joseph Nietering 
Brianna Marie Nishikawa 
Jacquelyn Bushee Osborn 
Sarah Starr Peterson 
Kyrsten Lillehei Pratt 
Lauren Elizabeth Roon 
Eryn Beringer Ross 
Rachel Emily Rowland 
Julia Keane Seidman 
'tt Two degrees awarded 
	
F2~3 
Cohn Andrew Slingsby 
Jennifer Smith 
Renee Stern 
Anna Janelle Stevens 
Linnea Caroline Strandy 
Jon Dennis Stutz 
Emily R. Taylor 
Kathryn von Brandenfels 
Sharon Ann Wall 
Jennifer Ann Walsh 
Laura Yen Wang 
Hannah Louise Wickstrom 
Mary Frances Wills 
Timothy Kay Wind 
Ryan Richard Winkelrnann 
Haley Marie Woods 
Inns Jessica Yoon 
Master of Arts in Education 
in Teaching English to 
Speakers of Other Languages 
Stefani Faye Janosco 
Master of Education in 
Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages 
Sarah Anne Bryant 
Alexander Dombrowski 
Angela Dawn French 
Lauren Yumiko Jay 
Tanya J Kasselman 
Krista Regan Keithly 
Chau Anna Le 
Kyung-Hwa Lee 




Christina Lynn Osborn 
Heekyung Park 
Lea Kathleen Petrin 
Rikki Ann Pierotti 
Jennifer Marie Randish 
Anthony Alan Tolentino 
Chinami Uematsu 
Nekita J. Webb 
Heather Joan Woods 
Elaine Catherine Wright 
DEAN 	 WALLACE LOH ACADEMIC 
David V. Powers, PhD 	 EXCELLENCE AWARD 
Monica Janelle Lederhos 
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to 
the outstanding graduating student in the College ofArts 
and Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon 
exceptional graduate work in the cLassroom. Qualification 
evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presenta- 
tions, fellowshia or scholarshie awards, and interdisciplinary 
scholarship work. The award honors the impact that 
Dr. Wallace Loh had upon graduate programs in the College 
ofArts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the college 
from 1999-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven 
Arts and Sciences graduate programs were created. 
LEADERSHIP AND SOCIAL 
JUSTICE AWARD 
Khaled Attalah Jaraysa 
The College ofArts & Sciences Leadership & Social Justice 
Award recognizes the graduating student in the College of 
Arts and Sciences Graduate Programs who has demonstrated 
exceptional leadership abilities and commitment to social 
justice by the academic work in their program and their work 
in the community. The recipient is an innovative forward 
thinker, making new roads in their chosen field and cariying 
with them the founding princzles of a Jesuit education, 
making choices as a lead.er for a just and humane world. 
Master of Fine Arts 
in Arts Leadership 
Anne Margaret Basham 
Tyrone Dalton Brown 
Miranda Lisette Carvalho 
Jennifer Ann Eichmeier 
Jamie Marie Herhich 
David Orace Kelly 
Tina Belle Lee 
2 4] 
Jennifer Lynn Longmuir 
Thomas Gerald Mayes 
Lauren Paige Mikov 
Abigail Amanda Pentz 
Amanda Beth Raas 
Tara Ann Sharp 
Jaime Michelle Smith 
Lindsay Swick Walter 
Ion Yoshimura 
Master of Arts 
in Criminal Justice 
Allison Marie Armour 
Loren Thorwald Atherley 
Jana Nicole Busby 
Courtney Jean Butchard 
Vanessa Castaneda Alzate 
Elizabeth Anne Dreyer 
Eunkyeong Jeong 
James Hyungjin Kim 
Karen Elizabeth Kunde 
Ian Matthew Lawson 
Monica Janelle Lederhos 
Sarah Anjali Lindahl 
Casey James Norske 
Sasha Denise Powers 
Rebecca Alexandria Roberts 
Beck Michael Strah 
Daniel Paul Walkup 
Trevor Collin Wilds 
Megan Erin Mariah Yerxa 
Executive Master of 
Nonprofit Leadership 
Erin Lee Black 
Tars Marie Byrne 
Amy L. Carr 
Joanne Michele Conger 
Emily Jo Enger 
Justin Bruce Frank 
Heather Renee Fritts 
Khaled Attalah Jaraysa 
Lydia Monika Jurcys 
Rana Marie Lokos 'i 
Alison Janet McManus 
Jackqueline Nicole Miller ft 
Mandy Mullens-Williams 
C icily Green Nordness 
Thomas Martin Offenbecher 
Chiew Hoon Ong 
Gail Helene Pollack 
Gregory Joseph Scully 
Osman Onur Senkaya 
Amy C. Spencer 
Diane Loraine Steward 
Gregory Paul Swint 




Justin Gregory Canny 
Jennifer Anne Craswell 
Bryan James Croeni 
Christopher Day 
Elizabeth Overton Dennis 
Joseph Lance Fecarotta 
Delia Hall Floor 
William Gardner 
Fehicia Marie Guidry 
Susanne Jennifer Holt 
Cindy T. Hsieh 
Lisa Bodil Junglov 
Donald R. Kennedy, Sr. 
Sarah Jean Khuesner 
Robert Garland Lebo 
Kim J. Loop 
Kelly Renee Mitchell 
Sara Murdock 
Kinji Arhiece Neskahi 
Opokua Ida Oduro 
Maya Lianne Opavska 
Keiko Ozeki 
Jyoti Jani Patel 
Karen Ann Price 
Christopher Thomas Sakas 
Savangvattey Seth 
Yu-Hao Shih 
Karrie Frances Sullivan 
Le Ai Tat 
Katie Lynne Verd  
Master of Public 
Administration 
Hussam Hussain Al-Matrood 
Christina Marie Arcidy 
Delia Armendariz 
Francis Hubert Axtman 
Susan Kay Barchift 
Patrick Evan Bell 
Rebecca JoAnn Berry 
OIha Bilobran 
Anne Sinclair Burkiand 
Layla Dawn Bush 
Dale Thomas Carman 
Pamela Lee Carvey 
Thomas Francis Cash 
Rebecca Ann Chow 
Elizabeth Churape Garcia 
Anna M Constant 
Hilary McElroy Coons 
Kathleen Louise Costello 
Sean Pierre Dade 
Karen Danz 
Peter M. Diedrick 
Orrel Dolce 
John William Dortero 
Steven David Durant 
Vonelle Marie Ehison 
Megan Kay Elmer 
Margaret Allison Shepherd 
Michelle Catherine Gaughan 
Christian Peter Geitz 
Maria Alejandra Gomez 
Jeremy Alan Hall 
Lynne Michelle Handlos 
Melissa Lee Hopkins 
Knistina Marie Kemmer 
Lisa Marie Lefeber 
Tyson Eugene Lin 
Emily Shanti Lindsay 
Anne Marie Luce 
Kelly Ann Lynch 
Gerald Steven Macheso 
Juan Martinez 
Suzanne Z. McCoy 
Mary Margaret McDougal 
Stephanie Anne McKinnie 
Kristi Jean Moen 
Jennifer Egbert Morgan 
Melissa L. Morrison 
Thomas Wiley Orrniston 
Laura Kim Park 
Gerard Anthony Phi lpotts 
Kalumba Alex Poshi 
Ruby Magante Quemuel 
Elizabeth Margaret Rawhings- 
Wright 
Sabita Srinivas Reddy 
Andrew Sean Richardson 
Fehipe Alejandro Ros Clavijo 
Leticia M. Salazar 
Julie Lynne Shaffer 
Scott Frederick Shaffer 
Kevin Donald Shawver 
JeanMarie Shipps 
Stephen Carl Showalter 
Krystal Duffy Starwich 
Thomas C. Walker III 
Robert Allen Young 
Jason Robert Behenna 
Christopher Cadogan 
Hilary Elise Crisman 
Errca Lynn Crossman 
Katherine Ann Cuevas 
Jeff William Darden Jr 
Elizabeth Drahold Mathews 
Daniel Robert Gaston 
Zachary Alan James Habner 
Whitney Amber Hiatt 
James Kevin Hornsby 
Chad Copland Kodama 
Shelby Marie Lariting 
Matthew Joseph Lattier 
Ashley Phair Lawrence 
Corey Adam Lowell 
Katherine DeHaven McKenna 
Rosemary Louise Meyn 
Chloe Justine Moreno 
Justin James Morrow 
Megan Sue Nicholson 
Matthew Stewart Niemeyer 
Kasandra Marie O'Connor 
Janessa Lynn Oppegard 
Woody James Piirto 
Chad Scheib 
Nicholas A. Schmidt 
Megan Beth Shreffler 
Katherine Rosalie Street 
Christine Faye Taylor 
Matthew Andrew Thomas 
Master in Sport 
Administration and 
Leadership / Juris Doctor 
Sara Michelle Watson 
Shane Michael Steffen 
Alan R. Wittman 
Susan R. Woerdehoff 
Master of Business 
Administration 
Bernard R. Ablola 
Aaron C.T. Acklen 
Francis Agboton 
Abdulsalam Abdullah Aldraibi 
Reginald Alencastro 
Yuliana Au 
Aimee Rebecca Ailing 
Carolyn Jill Amirr 
Jillian Marie Andrews 
Yvette Arias 
Peeraya Ariyavutyakron 
Eric Kawika Takashi Asato 
Warren Paul Ash 
Joseph Babani 
David Daniel Balzer 
John Thomas Bandur 
Anthony James Bastone 
Karin Tucker Battan 
Trina Elizabeth Beacle 
Jennifer Kristin Bell 
Nathan J. Bement 
Yvette Ann Benjamin 
Nicholas Lee Berard 
Margaret Russell Berkes 
Ruchika Bhandari 
Justin Dale Borgen 
Justin Michael Bowhay 
Peter Gunn Braman 
Ryan Charles Brennen 
Tyler Glen Brixey 
Christine Reneé Brosio 
John Redman Brown 
Melanie Rose Brown 
Phuong D. Bui 
Brady Buskirk 
Sarah Elizabeth Cabezas 
Sean M. Callahan 
Ryan Jonathan Castro Camacho 
Neelesh Ramanlal Champaneri 
Gloria K. Chang 
Becky Nancy Chen 
Cynthia Chen 
Stephen M. Cheung 
Suckhwan Chon 
James Edwin Clarke 
Felicia Cokrowibowo 
Kimberlee Dawn Connell 
George Paul Constantine 
Mark Cooley 
Ethan Cosgrove 
Ryan Allan Day 
Frederico Peixoto Dias 
Iaster of Arts in Psychology 
'ane Karine Neri Barreto 
avid Ian Davis 
aura Anne Douglass 
dejandro Oscar Gee 
lake Helen Huang 
.jlia Marie Keller 
\,ette Jane Ludvik 
osalyn Jennie Newman 
evin Patrick O'Neill 
dam Robert Pierce 
lisabeth Lynne Romatz 
;hristina Lynn Tatro 
laisy Shawn Williams 
ifaster in Sport 
idministration and 
eadership 
Panette Marie Abreu 
Villiam Edward Bartram 
.eadership Executive 
4aster of Business 
Ldministration 
ynthia Lorraine Anderson 
lari Lynne Anderson 
ichelle Dionne Bagdasarian 
.lice Irene Bentley 
Iichael Parker Beyers 
Iichael Birmingham 
arris Clarke 
nifrey David Eaton 
obert E. Elliott 
alerie Jane Ferris 
lichael James Foote 
'enton Dee Gillespie 
athryn A. Greve 
usan Marie Kraemer 
?nnifer Lynn Howe Lightbody 
lary Kay McFadden 
mes A. Nelson 
athryn Allene Oliver Enarson 
radley John Payment 
ob Keith Phillips 
hristopher Clarke Redwine 
ann Butler Reed 
illary Fitzgerald Ritenburg 
ob Roodhouse 
enneth M. Schow 
imel Hagan Smith 
imberly Ann Smith 
Eric Ilias Dimou 
Tara Soleil Dirmeyer 
Adrian Dragomir 
Van Hoang Duong 
John David Dyson 
Maurice Eli Ebreo 
Trisha Jihan Eckerlin 
Shannon M. Edwards 
Bret Jacob Eytinge 
Sennad Fallak 
Thomas Patrick Feeney 
Todd Joel Fishman 
Jessica Rose Fleming 
Curt Morgan Florcke 
Paul J. Forgione 
Abigail D. Franco 
Paul Ellis Goodman 
Hardeep Singh Goraya 
Jonathan Edward Grant 
Brian Douglas Gray 
Lisa M. Green 
Swati Gulati 
Shawn Daniel Gunderson 
Alana J. Hansen 
Sean Francis Harrington 
Nathan Chad Heber 
Emerson Hevia 
John Philip Hill 
Michelle Hirawady 
Amy Katherine Holloway 
Shirley Hong 
John Dallas Houvener 
Chien Chien Hsueh 
Lunu Hu 
Kellen John Huebner 
Kyle Clifford Huntsman 
Nicole Marie Hyland 
Kalu A. Ikpa 
Snehlata Jain Boyed 
Joanna Jethrokusumo 
Matthew Dean Johnson 
Andy Y. Ju 
Alban Kaca 
Syam Kandru 
Ashley Lynn Kapioski 
Mary Claire Lynn Karlberg 
Fred B. Keaton Jr. 
Adil Khannoussa 
Chul Kim 
Elisabeth Ann Kingsley 
Shane Carl Kleppen 
Michele Lauren Kleyn 
Steven Frederick Kleyn 
Michael Mario Knoll 
Kristin Marie Koon 
Gregory Aloysius LaFata 
Kristopher T. Lahren 
Craig Larson 
Diana Z. Lauderbach 
Quang M. Le 
Crystal Robyn Leaver 
Allen K. Lee 
Jennifer Mae Lee 
Tiffany Lynn Lee 
Chompunoot Leenasiri 
Bonnie Colleen Lehenbauer 
Rachael Lennon 
San H Lian 
Sunny Jar-Fan Liao 
Charlie Tzu-Hsin Lin 
Peter Chia Chen Lin 
Jason Scott Little 
Jun Xiao Lock 
Pamela Lourenco 
Michael F. Lowe 
Nabeel Ahmed Lughmani 
Minh Cong Luong 
Alexandre Ly 
Wei-Hong Ma 
Sean D. Mack 
Stephen Karl Manghi 
Sophia Mar 
Douglas Randall Marcoux 
Timothy James Marra 
Emily Gene Marshall 
Justin W. Martin 
Simon David Martin 
Scott Christopher Matulich 
Jordan McCall 
Nicholas Hugh McMurry 
Mehul Mediwala 
Gaurav Kumar Mehta 
Jose Gempesaw Mendoza 
Brandon Samuel Mobley 
Jayme Lynne Money 
Robert W. Monroe 
Deborah Anne Moore 
Garron Thomas Moore 
Sean Christopher Moran 
Nathan Mark Morea 
Paul T. Moyes 
Chilumba Mubashi 
Kyle William Munson 





Dan Cristian Nicut 
Michael Northcott 
Brooke S. Novak 
Michael Howard Nurse 
Anthony James Ochoa 
William Louis O'Connell IV 
Bok Joo Oh 
Michael Padraic O'Keefe 
Maegan Ann Olander 
Corey Oltyan 
Brooke Yvonne O'Malley 
Nicole A. O'Malley 
Dion Osmond 
Lindsay Marie Paladeni 
Paula Action Parker 
Lynne Michelle Pelczar 
Andrea Cara Peterman 
Khoi Nguyen Phung 
Nguyet My Phuong 
Jason E. Potter 
Armando Andres Pulido 
Amit Purohit 
Xiaolin Qiu 
Eli J. Quisenberry 
Yelena N. Radostovets 
DEAN 	 JERRY A. VISCIONE AWARD 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD 
	 Ss1 M. Callahan 
Awarded to the ouistandinggraduatinggnuivate business student 
in the Albert School ofBusiness and Economics to recognize 
exceptional academic performance. This award exempinfies Jerry 
A. Viscionec commitment, during his tenure as dean of The Albert 
School of Business and Economics from 1988-1997, to promoting 
academic excellence while developing students to be leaders of 
high integrity who are committed to serving others. 
Pepe Ramon Ramos 
Stephen William Ramsey 
Jake Adam Reeves 
Lawford Ricafort 
Craig Richard Robinson 
Jolene Lynn Robinson 
Jordan Elmo Robinson 
Keith Edward Roraback 
Bonn Borareatrey Ros 
Linda Kay Ross 
Fausto Fernando Ruiz 
Diego Aifredo Saavedra 
Jill Lee Sakuma 
Robert Wayne Sarver 
Debra J. Sather 
Robert Lee Scheibeck 
Daniel Thomas Scholzen 
Sara Jane Seed 
Rachel Seelig 
Indra Setiawan 
Joseph Mu-Teh Shao 
Steven Shaw 
Jason Jia Shen 
Michael Shen 
Cameron Jack Shero 
Trevor J. Simpson 
Harvinder Pal Singh 
James Anthony Skurski 
Sean McLaughlin Smith 
Rovihar Gonzales Soriano 
James Joseph Spaulding 
William Grant Stuck 
Jason Lee Sykes 
Shikha Tandon 
Yuliya Tenks 
Hoa Quynh Ton-Nu 
Neslihan Toraman 
Tuan Anh Iran 
Meghan E. Tronquet 
Catherine Truong 
Adam Laird Tubbs 
Carrie Denise Tyler 
Nicholas Seth Tyler 
Zachary Alexander Tyree 
Moonsung Urn 
Keith Alan Ure 
Parisa Diane Varzandeh 
Jared Vermeulen 
Thuy N. Vien 
Christopher J. Vogt 
John Rudolph Volpe 
Stephanie A Wagner 
Alicia Grace Walker 
Rodney George Walter 
Jimmy S. Wanichsuksombat 
Jesse R. Warner 
Jon B. Watson 
Justin William Weber 
James Dearl Weiss 
Kenneth T. Wiegand 
Jessica Mae Williams 
Paul Wilson 
Xinni Xie 
Alison Aldrich Yankow 
Randall Loran Yoakum Ill 
Matthew Richard Zalupski 
Sheng Zhang 
Xun Zhang 
Master of Buiiics 
Administration I Juris Doctor 
Suneet Diwan 
Christopher Robert Greene 
Brian Scott Mattocks 
Jeffery James Mitchell 
Master of International 
Business 
Rebecca Suzanne Allen 
Benjamin Joseph Brown 
Katherine Jackson Brown 
Caroline Monique Chow 





Stephen E. Overman 
Frederick Paul Siebert 
Patricia Tobin 
BreAnn Walter 
Master of Professional 
Accounting 
Bo-Kyeong Choi 
Lauren Masako Chursky 
Nnamdi Obelenwankwor Ezebube 
Xioying Feng 
Richard E. Haskell 
Jinhee Hong 
Chi-Han Hsieh 
Megan Christine Iversen 
Wannida Kamolvit 
Minji Kim 
Peter Albert Labib 
Erin Nicole Laird 




Master of Science in Finance 
Jay Matthew Balasbas 
Matthew Enoch Brock 
Becky Nicole Carlson 
Julie A. Challman 
Ryan James Coon 
Keith Michael Falls 
John Anthony Flanery-Rye 
Michael Edward Franks 
XiaoHan Gu 
Joseph Patrick Hoffman 
Justin Hans Horton 
Bruce Lam 
Priyanka Mohan 
Nelly 0. Mubashi 
Sean Oliver Probst 
David Miguel Solis 
Nuttakul Somakettarin 
Victoria Luyapan Tuck-Lee 
Mikel Andoni Ugarte 
DEAN 
Azita Emami, PhD 
Master of Science in Nursing 
Katherine Elizabeth Amen 
Melanie Joan Antonich 
Daniel Xavier Berjac 
Cathleen Marie Bozek 
Elena Lee Busto 
Eugenia Claire Byrne 
David Alan Deichert 
Ashley Megan Demaline 
David Matthew Eaton 
Katherine R. Emerick 
Jessie Elyse Enell 
Kimberly Ann Foley 
Lisa Marie Garcia 
Cassandra Gavin 
David Matthew Guidry 
Risa Camille Halford 
THE JOANN MCFADDEN GRADUATE 
STUDENT EXCELLENCE AWARD 
April Elizabeth Rodriguez 
The JoAnn McFadden Graduate Student Excellence Award 
recognizes and honors an outstanding graduating MSN student 
who reflects the Seattle University mission. The graduate 
student demonstrates excellence in leadership abilities and 
manifests commitment to service through involvement 
with college, university and community activities. The award 
honors the memory ofJoAnn McFadden, aformer graduate 
student in the College of Nursing, who herself embodied 
these characteristics. 
DoQuyen Le Huynh 	 Claire Elizabeth Raskind 
Casey McConnell Inman 	 April Elizabeth Rodriguez 
Stevette Javier 	 Lisa Ann Schuman 
Cassy Nicole Lenz 	 Astrid Erika Sidler-Dever 
Amber Lynn Lucas 	 Florence Omoro Smith 
Amelie K. Mabbutt 	 Leslie Elaine Smith 
Katherine Jean Louise Maddox 	 Sonya Beth Starr 
Leslie Elizabeth Maniccia 	 Lauren Yasuko Takisaki 
Deborah Marie Martin 	 Emily Katherine Ann Turnbull 
Catherine Eilene McHugh 	 Lana Kay Tyer 
Akiko Miller 	 Amanda Elizabeth Williams 
Eric Christopher Miller 	 Gwen Higgins Wise 
Michelle Nicole Moy 	 Cameron Holladay Wright 
Molly Kathleen Mullen 	 Kelly Williams Yukevich 
Kelsey Regan Platt 	 Bomy '(un 
Christopher Innes PohI 	 Amy Orbison Zachara 
Kolleen Margaret Quilici 
• 	 Master of Science in 
Finance / Juris Doctor 
Lauren Ashley Rogers 
DEAN 
Mark S. Markuly, PhD 
vlaster of Software 
ngineering 
:evin Michael Anderson 
esse Chan 
:asey Wayne Frerichs 
abih Joseph Gibran 
,linh Trung Ha 
imothy Edward Jackson 
Jing 
ierman Octavia Munoz Castro 
iana Campillo Sach 
Benjamin Thomas Sasseen 
John Patrick Schlotfeldt 
Lin Shao 
Silpa Kanneganti 
Danny Vabianus Suyanto 
Nuttaphon Thangkittisuwan 
Stephen Tuera 
Eric Shawn Vandenberg 
Peter Michael Walsh 
Russell Elbert Williams 
Master of Divinity 
Mark Melis Blindheim 
Susan Leslie Chloupek 
Elizabeth Anne Felt 
William Cory Graves 
Jill Ann Jones 
Carmen Danette McDowell 
Sophia Forbes Morse 
Sr. Jane Frances Nabakaawa, D.M 
Michael Ross Ten Eyck 
Sian Ida Wiltshire 
Master of Arts in 
Pastoral Counseling 
Devlyn Hugh McCreight 
Tyler J. Stahl 
Colleen Ann Tredway 
Cecil Homer Wayman, Jr. 
Master of Arts in 
Pastoral Studies 
Candace Knight Bell 
Bonnie Lynn Bezousek 
Norman Eugene Brass 
Effie Jane Caldarola 
Mary Center Cartwright 
Julie DeKreon 
Christine Anita Demura 
Carol Kern Everson 
Donna Marie Ferraro 
Julie Kathleen Galligan 
Mary Gabrielle Gore 
Theodore W. Greene 
LaVerne Corine Williams Hall 
Charles Ernest Hawley 
Vincent William Herberholt, II 
Vera L. Hurd 
Rosemary Alice Insley 
Susan Margaret Miller Jayich 
Margaret Kuehn 
Debra Janet Lucas 
Christopher John Etienne Ronk 
Christopher Lee Towne 
Debra Marie Wickler 
Margaret Catherine Zerbinos 
Master of Arts in 
Transformational Leadership 
Margaret Kirsten Jack 
Bennet Alan McConaughy 
Master of Arts in 
Transforming Spirituality 
Dannette Renee Allen 
Leanne Carol Damborg 
Hilary Sage Woods Dameron 
Nancy Jago Finley 
Kathryn A. Fynn 
Suzanne Ellen Grady 
Kay Lynn Kessel-Hanna 
Kelly Ann Hickman 
Abigail Brookhart Hodge 
Douglas Thomas Jeffrey 
Erika Denise Moore 
Adriana Rayner 
Danny Del Reeves 
Nancy Ann Wittgren 
ARTS AND 
SCIENCES BUSINESS AND 


















As a courtesy to others, please remain for the entire ceremony. Cell phone use during the ceremony for emergencies only please. 
UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE 	 Service during the 2009-2010 academic year 
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., SID 
President 
lsiaah crawford, PhD 
Provost 
Pmothy P. Leary, PhD 
Executive Vice President 
Robert J. Dullea, PhD 
Vice President, University Planning & Vice Provost 
Peter B. Ely, S.J., PhD 
Vice President, Mission and Ministry 
Jacob L. Diaz, EdD 
Vice President, Student Development 
8OARD OF TRUSTEES 
Phyllis J. Campbell 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Chairperson, Pacific Northwest 
JP Morgan Chase 
Maureen Lee 
Vice Chaiç Board of Trustees 
John W. Meisenbach 
Secretary, Board of Trustees 
President, MCM, A Meisenbach Company 
Stephen V. Sundborg, Si. 
President, Seattle University 
Michael S. Bayard, S.J. 
Director, Campus Ministry 
Seattle University 
Scott W. Coble, S. J. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
Gonzaga University 
Theodore J. Collins 
Of Counsel 
Perkins Coie, LLP 
OARD OF REGENTS 
Jeffrey C. Grant 
Chair, Partner 
Aoki, Sakamoto, Grant LLP 
Mary Lou Amen 
Principal 
Venture Management Associates 




Managing Member and Principal 
Barrientos, LLC 
Maureen Bexoliel 
Board Member, Seattle University 
College of Education Advisory Council 
Mary Helen Bever 
Community Volunteer, SU Alum '83 
Robert Brennan 
President Brennan Vacations 
Maureen Brotherton 
Founding Director 
Teens in Public Service 
Patricia Buchsel 
Nursing Educator 
Suzanne M. (Suzie) Burke 
President and Owner 
Fremont Dock Company 
Christopher J. Corr 
Sr. Vice President 
GVA Kidder Matthews 
John J. Costello 
Retired Attorney 
Sr. Joyce M. Cox, BVM 
Director of Spirituality, Palisades Retreat 
House & Archbishop's Delegate, Inter-Religious 
Dialogue, Archdiocese of Seattle 
Mary Kay McFadden, MBA 
Vice President, University Advancement 
Mary Savilla Petersen, JO 
Vice President, University Counsel 
Ronald E. Smith, PhD, CPA 
Vice President, 
Finance and Business Affairs 
Michael F. Andrews, PhD 
Dean, Matteo Ricci College 
David V. Powers, PhD 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
Marta Dalla Gasperina 




Anne V. Farrell 
President Emeritus 
The Seattle Foundation 
Patrice M. Fersch 
Co-Director, The Catholic Fund 
of the Archdiocese of Seattle 
Allan C. Goiston 
President, United States Program 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
Hon. Donald J Horowitz 
Patrick 1, Howell, S.J. 
Rector, Jesuit Community 
Seattle University 
Kent L. Johnson 
Managing Director 
Alexander Hutton Venture Partners LP 
Hon. Anita Crawford-Willis 
Judge, Administrative Law 
Office of Administrative Hearings 
Seattle Office 
Jesse David 
ASSU Student Representative 
Marilyn 0. Dennehy 
Community Volunteer 
Paul I. deVille 
Principal, Transpacific Investments, LLC 
Anthony G. DiRe 
Dentist 
Jan M. Dvier 
Community Volunteer 
James J. Dykeman 
President, Dyrnarco 
William F. Elsiminger 
President and Owner 
Barcelona Enterprises, Inc. 
Peter B. Ely, S.J. 
Vice President for Mission and Ministry 
Seattle University 
Thomas H. Elzey 
Co-Founder, Alexander Hutton, Inc. 
Michael 0. Evered 
Past Owner, Bellevue Lincoln-Mercury 
Morgan Forrey 
Graduate Student Representative 
Ronald J. Giuffre 
Retired 
Brenda L. Gomez 
Community Volunteer 
Myra B. Hanover 
Community Volunteer 
Timotha (Timmie) Hollomon 
Community Volunteer 
Mark S. Markuly, PhD 
Dean, School of Theology and Ministry 
Azita Emarni, PhD 
Dean, College of Nursing 
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD 
Dean, Albers School of Business and Economics 
John P. Popko, MSLS 
University Librarian 
Michael J. Quinn, PhD 
Dean, College of Science and Engineering 
Sue A. Schmitt, EdO 
Dean, College of Education 
Patrick M. Kelly, S.J. 
Assistant Professor 
Theology & Religious Studies 
Seattle University 
Michael C. McCarthy, S.J. 
Assistant Professor 
Classics Department 
Santa Clara University 
Gordon A. McHenry, Jr. 
Executive Director 
Rainier Scholars 
Carol Kobuke Nelson 
President & CEO 
Cascade Financial Corp. 
Stephen A. Privett, S.J. 
President, University of San Francisco 
Robert A. Ratliffe 
Executive Vice President 
Kennedy Associates Real Estate Counsel, Inc. 




Past Owner, Huling Brothers Chevrolet 
James P. Jorgensen 
CEO, Jorgensen Sports 
Anne F. Kilcup 
Community Volunteer 
Diane Siderius Kocer 
Executive Director 
AGC Education Foundation 
Rosalyn C. Kwan 
Vice President 
Worldwide Imports, Inc. 
Weldon L. (Butch) Leonardson 
Senior Vice President and ClO 
BECU 
Patrick R. Mahoney 
Retired, CEO of Affiliated Health Services 
Maurice J. (Curly) McNarnee 
Retired 
Health and Safety Institute 
The Boeing Company 
John Jeffrey (Jeff) Meder 
Conlmsnity Volunteer 
Marlene Miller 
Principal, Franz Family Bakeries 
Richard E. Mitchell, JD 
Attorney, Summit Law Group 
Larry P. Nejasmich 
President, Marelich Mechanical Co., Inc. 
Carol V. Penny 
Commsnity Volunteer 
Susan E. Picht 
Realtor, CoIdwell Banker Bain Associates 
William J. Ramsden 
Partner, Business Consulting Services, IBM 
Connie Rogel 
Community Volunteer 
Annette E. Clark, M.D., J.D. 
Interim Dean, School of Law 
Charles Lawrence, PhD 
Assodate Provost for Academic Achievement 
Jacquelyn Miller, PhD 
Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs 
Marilyn A. Crone, MBA 
Interim Associate Provost for 
Enrollment Services 
Stuart T. Rolfe 
President, Wright Hotels, Inc. 
Pete J. Rose 
Chairman & CEO 
Expeditors International of Washington 
David Sabey 
President, Sabey Corporation 
Mick J. Schreck 
lames D. Sinegal 






Seattle Community College District 
Betty L. Woods 
TRUSTEES EMERITI 
Rhoady R. Lee Jr. 
Ann Wyckoff 
Judy L. Rogers 
Community Volunteer 
Co-Chair of the Seattle University, 





Pastor Paul A. Stoot 
Greater Trinity Missionary Baptist Church 
Joseph J. Straus 
Chair, Construction Practice Group 
Bullivant Houser Bailey, PC 
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
President, Seattle University (Es Officio) 
Kevin C. Suther 
President, KCS Realty Services, Inc. 
Ven Lucas Thomas 
Education Executive 
Kip Toner 
President, Kip Toner Benefit Auctions 
Greg C. Van Pelt 
Vice President and Chief Executive 
Providence Health System 
Washington Region 
Mark Wesley 
Sr. Vice President 
Starbucks Coffee International 
Deborah Wilds 
President and COO 





Or. Ralph K. Zech II 
Dentist 
You are part of a special tradition - the tradition of making a difference throughout 
your life as an alumnus or alumna of Seattle University. Wherever your life's work 
takes you, the SU alumni community is here for you. 
With an alumni base of more than 60,000, the SU alumni community offers 
a variety of services and opportunities to support our alumni and their families. 
Stay connected. 
